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Bakgrund  I takt med ökad arbetsrelaterad stress och svårigheten 

att attrahera och bibehålla kompetent personal, hittar 

företag nya sätt att effektivisera organisationen. 

Arbetstidsförkortning är en av dessa strategier i 

samband med ett effektivt employer branding attribut.  

 

Syfte  Syftet med denna studie är att undersöka orsaken till 

sex-timmars arbetsdag och hur det används som en 

employer branding strategi. Likaså är syftet att 

undersöka fördelar och nackdelar med sex-timmars 

arbetsdag samt framtidsutsikterna.  

 

Metod  Denna studie har tillämpat en kvalitativ 

forskningsmetod med en induktiv forskningsstrategi 

och flerfallstudie. Sex semi-strukturerade intervjuer 

genomfördes med fem fallföretag och ytterligare en 

intervju hölls med ett konsultbolag.  

 

Slutsats  Organisationer väljer sex timmars arbetsdag på grund 

av faktorer som balans mellan arbete och privatliv och 

välbefinnande för anställda. Resultatet visar också att 

arbetsgivare implementerar sex timmar i syfte att locka 

och behålla personal. Fördelarna inkluderar lyckligare 

personal, ökad produktivitet och effektivitet. En stor 

nackdel är de förlorade timmarna som ett resultat av 

arbetstidsförkortning. De empiriska resultaten visar att 

sex timmars arbetsdag kan passa alla organisationer, 

men vissa modifieringar kan vara nödvändiga. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This section presents a background regarding the subject of the study as well as the problem 

statement. Furthermore, the aim, research questions and delimitations are also presented in 

this section. 

The present business setting is defined by difficulties from global competition, increased 

changes in technology and the rise of the knowledge economy according to Srivastava and 

Bhatnagar (2010). Also, the working environment is characterized as being highly demanding 

due to the complexity and competition within the present economic structure as stated by 

Hubschmid (2013). Many scholars agree that the labor market and the employment 

environment is repeatedly defined as being highly competitive (Wallace, Lings, Cameron & 

Sheldon, 2013; Tanwar & Prasad, 2016). Other significant trends in the workplace include 

globalization, a more diverse workforce, technology-based relations within the workplace, 

open innovation and a growing service sector (Gratton, 2011; Ryan & Wessel, 2015). 

Hubschmid (2013) also reports that this environment encompasses factors such as 

globalization, greater competition, increased technological development, the constant 

transition to services where customers are knowledgeable and sophisticated, and the 

importance of innovative capabilities in order to be competitive. Furthermore, as economies 

have shifted from product-based to more knowledge-based it has affected people and the 

pursuit for talent (ibid.). Holland, Sheehan and Pyman (2007) report of the transformation in 

the structure of the labor market and that employees nowadays are more concerned about 

employability. These scholars also state that competitiveness is obtained from the particular 

employee and that power now lies in the employee. Similarly, Srivastava and Bhatnagar (2010) 

explain that skilled employees have more options as a result of the restricted labor market, 

particularly in firms that are professional, knowledge-based, service-driven and technical. 

Potential employees are more specific in their choices regarding the appropriate organization 

and suitable job (Srivastava & Bhatnagar, 2010; Deepa & Rupashree, 2017). Moreover, Deepa 

and Rupashree (2017) emphasize the ever-changing demands and ambitions of employees. For 

instance, they strive for a work-life balance as well as appealing work that gives meaning which 

affect how work is constructed and the progress of a flexible working environment (Gratton, 

2011). 
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Scholars have stated that several economies are faced with shortfalls of skill and talent due to 

the aforementioned situation (Holland et al., 2007; Srivastava & Bhatnagar, 2010; Theurer, 

Tumasjan, Welpe and Lievens, 2018). This has made the attraction and retention of talented 

employees difficult where retaining talent is vital in order for organizations to be successful 

(Joo & McLean, 2006; Deepa & Rupashree, 2017). Tanwar and Prasad (2016) explain that 

retaining employees is developing into a severe problem for organizations. From this 

perspective, an organization's intangible assets and resources have become crucial. Many 

products, processes and resources can be copied or obtained without difficulty while intangible 

assets may be harder to acquire or to reproduce. These resources, such as a distinct knowledge 

of production, relations with customers and suppliers and the competencies of the workforce, 

will expectedly give companies a competitive advantage. A company’s human capital, 

comprised of the people’s talents, abilities and knowledge, is an important component of a 

company’s intellectual capital which has become an essential basis of competitive advantage 

(Hubschmid, 2013). Also, Li (2015) states that employees are a company’s utmost vital asset 

which determine the company’s success or failure.  

 

Nowadays organizations are focusing on pursuing strategies with the purpose of attracting and 

retaining prospective and existing employees. In this regard, employer branding (EB), a 

strategy for recruitment and retention, focuses on encouraging how an organization is a 

distinctive and attractive employer. As a strategy, it is highly useful in distinguishing an 

organization from competitors while earning a competitive advantage. Therefore, employer 

branding is considered to be the foremost strategy to overcome difficulties in recruitment and 

retention (Kim, Jeon, Jung, Lu & Jones, 2011; Theurer et al., 2018). Therefore, numerous 

organizations strive for the role as employer of choice and having a favorable working 

environment (Joo & McLean, 2006). Organizations are frequently challenged by turnover and 

a shortfall of suitable candidates which raises the importance of having strategies, such as 

employer branding, for the purpose of obtaining and retaining talent. Hence, employer branding 

has developed into an integral strategy for talent management (Tanwar & Prasad, 2016). 

 

In Sweden, the concept of the six-hour workday has received popularity as many companies 

have successfully utilized it for recruiting purposes. Also, the concept has been used to brand 
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the company as an attractive employer as well as attracting new skill (SvD Näringsliv, 2016). 

The concept was initially implemented as a pilot-project to examine the advantages of working 

less hours among Swedish nurses (Independent, 2017). It was introduced in Gothenburg in 

2015 at the Svartedalens retirement home and ended after 23 months (ETC, 2018). The 

advantages showed a reduction of sick days, healthier workers and increased productivity. The 

six-hour workday is also applicable in other Swedish business areas like tech start-ups. In these 

companies the concept has showed success in terms of reduced sick leave, happier employees, 

fewer disagreements and improved focus. Additionally, employees could carry out the equal 

amount of work as before with fewer hours. Toyota´s Swedish service implemented the six-

hour workday in 2003 and has still maintained the concept with benefits in profit and 

productivity (Independent, 2017). Furthermore, an article published in Svenska Dagbladet 

(SvD) in 2016 include a list of various organizations that have implemented the six-hour 

workday. Described on the list are organizations active in consultancy, advertising, software, 

telecom, production and elderly care (SvD Näringsliv, 2016). 

 

1.1 PROBLEM BACKGROUND  

The Swedish workday has been eight-hours for eighty years. However, every so often debates 

over working-time reduction have been ongoing. Debates have been, more or less, intense with 

varying opinions. Supporters of the six-hour workday argue that a general shortening to an 

eventual six-hour workday would promote equality between men and women, lower 

unemployment and a healthier population. Meanwhile, those opposing a legislation consider 

that the proposal would lead to a decline in economic growth, lower consumption and lack of 

labor. In a previous report, conducted by the Government Offices, it was concluded that the 

discussion concerning the working hours is above all a welfare issue and that a reduction is 

costly. Furthermore, the six-hour workday has been a party-political issue since the 1970s in 

Sweden (Rohdén, 2000). Mostly women’s groups within political parties and unions were those 

who proposed a six-hour workday for gender equality (Spross, 2017). Moreover, the issue is 

multifaceted and complex according to previous research. For example, people’s attitude 

regarding the six-hour workday has a fairly strong association to factors including party 

affiliation, gender, age, union membership and social status (Rohdén, 2000). 
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In the political setting, the six-hour workday is an issue that divides the political parties. For 

instance, the Moderate Party (Moderaterna, M), the Liberals (Liberalerna, L) and the Christian 

Democrats (Kristdemokraterna, KD) are opponents of the six-hour workday arguing that the 

reform requires more staff. The Moderate Party does not believe that there is a connection 

between a good work environment and a shortened workday, but would rather stimulate many 

to work more. The Alliance (Alliansen) and the Social Democratic Party (Socialdemokraterna, 

S) argue that the six-hour workday is costly. The Swedish Green Party (Miljöpartiet, MP) are 

positive towards the six-hour workday. The Left-wing Party (Vänsterpartiet, V) and the 

Feminist Initiative (Feministiskt initiative, Fi) are the parties who are actively pushing the issue 

concerning the six-hour workday (ETC, 2018). The Left-wing Party has been the only party in 

the Swedish Parliament that has had the demand for the six-hour workday in their election 

manifestos (Rohdén, 2000). The party considers the topic to be one of its most important issue 

in the 2018 election. Among its many propositions, the party board intends to initiate attempts 

of the six-hour workday in one workplace in each municipality. This will be funded by the state 

with expected costs between 2-3 billion SEK. The party also suggests that the six-hour workday 

will be introduced with retained salary (GP, 2018). Furthermore, the Left-wing Party argues 

that shorter working hours allows for more time to recover, employee commitment, more 

control over one’s time and reduced absence. More people will need to be recruited in the state, 

municipality and county council, as opposed to the private sector, in order to protect the public 

sector from a loss of hours and to secure the quality within the welfare and public service. In 

this context, concerns over recruitment is one of the challenges linked to reduced work hours. 

Recruiting qualified staff for school, healthcare and social services is currently difficult. Thus, 

there is a great need for training and education to secure access to qualified staff to the public 

sector. In many trial operations across Sweden, the reform has contributed to increased quality 

and a better work environment. The Left-wing Party consider that there is a possibility for the 

small-scale experimental trials to become a national reform (Vänsterpartiet, 2017). 

 

The argument regarding the six-hour workday reducing the sick rate is not considered to be a 

firm argument in favor of reduced workhours. This is due to temporary trials and uncertainty 

as to the causes for sick leave. However, arguments supporting the six-hour workday refer to 

the automation of many services thus making human labor redundant. For instance, 

digitalization and robotization have taken over several professions and replaced many work 
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assignments. Moreover, several organizations in the private sector in Sweden have introduced 

the six-hour workday and argue that the concept increases employee efficiency, facilitates 

recruitment and work-life balance (Allehanda, 2017). For instance, Globus Sport Webshop AB 

have experienced the same positive effects of the six-hour workday. The company was inspired 

by the car industry of how to become more efficient and thus implemented the six-hour 

workday. By starting work later in the morning, removing a few coffee breaks and lunches, 

employees can leave work earlier. The trial period was conducted during the autumn of 2016 

and is now an adopted policy. Employees report several benefits including more focus, 

efficiency, feeling more alert and having more time for family. The six-hour workday is a good 

solution for the company but may not be ideal for all organizations (Svenskt Näringsliv, 2017). 

Attendance is required in many professions. For instance, a private business such as a small 

store or a coffee shop needs to supply their opening hours with staff. In such cases it would be 

costly for employees to work less hours with retained wages (Allehanda, 2017). 

 

Opinions vary among Swedish trade unions. For instance, unions such as Civilekonomerna, 

Finansförbundet and Jusek view the six-hour workday differently regarding its advantages, 

disadvantages and its potential future implementation. In the case of Civilekonomerna, the 

issue of the six-hour workday is not a prioritized matter among its members as many members 

work long hours. However, the concept may be suitable and show advantages within 

occupations where there are problems in the work environment. In the context of the 

workplace, issues concerning balance in life and how to prevent mental illness are important 

for Civilekonomerna. Yet, as to the future introduction of the six-hour workday they do not 

consider it to be suitable in the sector of civil services. However, in areas such as industrial 

production and in service and healthcare the issue of the six-hour workday will be of great 

interest in the future. According to Finansförbundet the six-hour workday could solve issues 

such as a high workload and mental illness while providing more employment. Likewise, an 

employer who implements the concepts indicates an interest in the work environment and the 

well-being of the employees leading to competitive advantage when recruiting qualified 

workers. On the other hand, the six-hour workday could lead to a decline in productivity though 

many organizations have experienced an increase in productivity as a result of adopting the 

six-hour workday. Moreover, if the concept is introduced it could make companies move 
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abroad where work hours are longer and wages lower. The issue of the six-hour workday is 

important for Finansförbundet due to matters such as stress and the rising numbers of ill health 

as a result of hidden overtime and a high workload. Finansförbundet believe that the six-hour 

workday will be introduced in the long term because of the many health aspects and the need 

for employment in the future. Jusek has members throughout the labor market and believes that 

the six-hour workday is suitable in some workplaces but perhaps not on others. They consider 

individual and flexible solutions are better than forced and general regulations, meaning that 

individual agreements about work hours and flexibility facilitates a balance in life for their 

members. Lastly, they do not believe in that the six-hour workday will be introduced in the 

future due to rise in life expectancy which will affect pensions and financing the welfare 

system. Thus, it is more important of how people can work more hours than a general reduction 

of work hours (Realtid Karriär, 2016).  

 

Researchers within the field of work environment and work life tend to generally support the 

proposition of reduced work hours (Affärsdriven HR, 2014). For instance, a study conducted 

by the Stress Research Institute at Stockholm University showed that a lack of time for recovery 

can cause exhaustion and disturbed sleep. The study revealed that the time released from a 

reduction in work hours can take these issues to a more positive direction. The study included 

33 workplaces which introduced shorter work hours with retained wage for approximately 600 

coworkers. The selected group experienced less stress and fatigue while the length of sleep 

increased with over 20 minutes during workdays. The reduction of work hours with retained 

wage can be costly for the employer. However, reduced stress and fatigue means less problems 

and injury in the work environment, thereby reducing costs for sick leave (Schiller, Lekander, 

Rajaleid, Hellgren, Åkerstedt, Barck-Holst & Kecklund, 2017). Moreover, according to a 

report by the Swedish Confederation of Professional Associations, SACO, academics are 

experiencing mental illness from a high workload, unclear requirements and higher tension at 

work. Many stress-related diagnoses are increasing the most among academics, where mental 

illness is the type of sick leave leading to longer absence and a higher risk of relapse. Since 

academics possess necessary qualifications which are difficult to replace it causes an even 

greater issue. There are several factors that causes mental illness including an imbalance 

between work and leisure, a poor work environment and less time for recovery. Thus, it is 

important to focus on preventive measures (SACO, 2017). 
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The workforce undergoes constant transformations where senior employees are retiring and 

young employees are entering the workforce according to Reisenwitz and Iyer (2009). This 

group is referred to as Generation Y or Millennials (Reisenwitz & Iyer, 2009; Meier & Crocker, 

2010; Huyler, Pierre, Ding & Norelus, 2015). Thus, the present workplace is experiencing 

changes as more Millennials are becoming a part of the workforce. Consequently, they are 

bringing their ideals, values and identity into the organization (Huyler et al., 2015). This 

particular group is characterized as being confident, educated, independent, goal-oriented and 

are more accustomed to technology and the digital environment than previous generations. 

Also, their values and beliefs differ which brings new ideals into the workplace including work-

life balance and flexibility. This is important as Generation Y seeks to adjust work to meet their 

need to spend time with family and friends or other activities outside of work. Moreover, they 

are more informed and have greater expectations of organizations and employers (Meier & 

Crocker, 2010). Similarly, a healthy work environment, purposeful work and working for 

employers who show concern for their employees are also highly valued factors concerning 

the workplace (Svenskt Näringsliv, 2006).  

 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT  

The attraction and retention of suitable and talented employees has developed into a vital 

practice for organizations according to Wallace et al. (2013). Attracting and retaining qualified 

employees is part of the company’s daily operations as stated by Boon, Eckardt, Lepak and 

Boselie (2018). Additionally, selecting and retaining suitable employees is the primary goal for 

nearly all organizations since employees are regarded as assets by organizations. Selection and 

retention are also important processes within human resource management (Kakar, Raziq & 

Khan, 2017). Moreover, principles and concepts from the discipline of branding are used in 

human resource management, which has produced the concept of employer branding (Sokro, 

2012; Khalid & Tariq, 2015; Backhaus, 2016). Scholars also claim that employer branding is 

linked to strategic management, management and leadership (Figurska & Matuska, 2013). 

Also, employer branding is described as being a fusion of marketing and HR (Edwards, 2009; 

Figurska & Matuska, 2013; Tanwar & Prasad, 2016). This raises the importance of employer 

branding, which is an essential part of human resource management within the field of business 

economics (Wallace et al., 2013;  Khalid & Tariq, 2015; Tanwar & Prasad, 2016).  
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The scholars state that brands are a valued resource for organizations where employer branding 

is an effective method to compete in today’s competitive society. Employer branding leads to 

several advantages for organizations including a better position in the market. This gives 

companies the opportunity to distinguish themselves from competitors by creating distinctive 

characteristics and uniqueness through employer branding. Moreover, employer branding 

assists in recruiting a leading workforce where an organization can promote its benefits, 

training and other possibilities leading to individual growth. Also, employer branding is 

considered to be an effective and lasting recruitment strategy as it positively represents the 

company. This makes the company more appealing to employees which assists in recruiting 

suitable employees for the appropriate employment. It is also useful in retaining skilled 

employees and raises the number of job candidates. Organizations can form a workforce that 

is more productive and successful through the attraction and retention of suitable individuals 

for the appropriate positions (Khalid & Tariq, 2015).     

An important part of the employer branding process is the employer value proposition (EVP), 

which is a container of benefits with functional, psychological and economic advantages 

(Theurer et al., 2018). The value proposition aims to give an accurate depiction of the offer the 

organization puts forward to employees. It is important that the organization's value proposition 

can be distinctive and unique from its competitors (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Tanwar & Prasad, 

2016). Wallace et al. (2013) state that employers with a “high employer brand value” are highly 

attractive among prospective employees. Tanwar and Prasad (2016) describe how several 

elements can impact employer branding including work environment, work-life balance, 

training and development. The scholars suggest that the work environment is a significant 

aspect of employer branding as it helps to intensify and reinforce the brand. Strategies 

regarding work-life balance are also favorable when raising employer brand that positively 

affects retention. An example of such strategies is flexible working hours as a mean to increase 

employer brand. Moreover, training and development are also associated with employer 

branding. Here employees look at opportunities for workplace development and adaptable 

work structure when exploring a potential employer (ibid.). Moreover, organizations have 

initiated several different strategies including flextime, reduced work hours, working in shifts 

and job division for the purpose of attracting and retaining employees (Jain & Swami, 2014).  
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Throughout the 1900s the working hours have been significantly reduced in Sweden. Previous 

research within this subject has brought attention to the health risks associated with long 

working hours and there has been an increased interest in the economic implications such as 

inefficiency due to sick leaves caused by diseases, stress and so forth (Spross, 2017). 

Advantages of the six-hour workday, particularly those reported from the Swedish retirement 

home at Svartedalen, showed how stress, fatigue, physical activity and the general health 

condition had improved. Employees experienced an improvement of how they carried out their 

duties. Moreover, the total sick leave for full-time employees had improved as a result of the 

reduction in working hours. The project also added more jobs to the labor market and decreased 

costs for unemployment benefits with six million SEK (Lorentzon, 2017). Quality of life, 

welfare and health are positive consequences of reducing working hours (Arbetslivsinstitutet, 

2005). Lorentzon (2017) states that the work environment is a competitive factor for recruiting 

and retaining. However, a major concern and a disadvantage of the six-hour workday with full-

time wage refers to the cost. For instance, the project at Svartedalen led to 12, 5 million SEK 

in increased costs for wages. Also, the project only lasted for two years and there is not another 

comparable attempt longer than two years (Lorentzon, 2017).  

 

The above mentioned research focuses quantitatively on the effects of the reduction of work 

hours mainly on productivity and employability. Moreover, the majority of prior research study 

the relationship between health and hours of work from a psychological point of view but also 

from a medical research background. However, many scholars acknowledge the importance 

and suggest further research within this topic. Currently, there is little previous research within 

the academic field that examines the health-promoting initiatives as a potential managerial 

strategy for attracting new talent. Prior research shows that employers offer potential 

employees a wide range of employment offers including training, career development and 

different health promoting activities (Khalid & Tariq, 2015; Tanwar & Prasad, 2016). 

However, little research focuses on the six-hour workday as an employer branding attribute. 

Consequently, this raises the interest in examining the concept of the six-hour workday as a 

strategy for acquiring and retaining employees and how it is used as an EVP attribute.  
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1.3 AIM  

The aim is to examine why employers offer the six-hour workday and how it is used as an 

employer branding attribute. Additionally, the aim is to examine the advantages and 

disadvantages of the six-hour workday as well as the future prospects. 

 

1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

1. Why are employers choosing the six-hour workday as an employer branding attribute?  

2. How is the six-hour workday used as an employer branding attribute? 

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the six-hour work day? 

4. What are the future prospects of the six-hour workday?  

 

 

1.5 DELIMITATION  

In this thesis, employer branding is examined at an organization-wide level and from the 

perspective of the employer. Furthermore, this thesis is delimited to the Swedish labor market 

and the six-hour work day as an employer branding attribute.  
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1.6 OUTLINE OF THESIS  

 

 

Introduction

• Here, the topic is presented followed by the problem background and problem 
statement. Thereafter, the aim, research questions and delimitation are 
presented.

Literature 

Review

• This section presents previous studies regarding employer branding and the six-
hour workday.

Theoretical

Framework

• Described here are theories and concepts suitable for the study. 

Methodology

• In the methodological section, the selected method for this study is described. 
Also, information regarding data collection and how data was processed is 
presented. This section ends with discussing issues including source criticism, 
ethical consideration and limitations.  

Empirical

Framework

• In this chapter, the information obtained from the respondents and the 
documents is presented. The results from the empirical findings will be used in 
the subsequent chapter.

Analysis

• Here, the empirical findings are analysed with the use of theories and previous 
research in order to fulfill the aim and answer the research questions.

Conclusion

• In the final section of the study, the conclusions are reported that are based on 
the information generated by the empirical findings.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Presented here is a literature review that aims to describe what previous research has 

concluded and to provide an insight in the research field of employer branding and the concept 

of the six-hour workday. 

 

2.1 EMPLOYER BRANDING  

During the past two decades employer branding has received much attention among practicing 

managers and scholars. In pace with increased competition and global talent shortage, people 

have developed to be regarded as the company’s most important resource thus the brand as its 

greatest assets (Ambler & Barrow, 1996; Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). Therefore, employer 

branding practices have been suggested as an effective organizational strategy to differentiate 

from competitors and attract skilled workers (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Theurer et al., 2016). 

Branding was originally used to differentiate tangible products but has later on developed to 

differentiate places, people and organizations. The concept of employer branding encompasses 

the differentiation of a firm’s characteristics from its competitors. However, the term has 

developed into a fragmented field with heterogenous interpretations within the academic 

research (Theurer et al., 2016). The most commonly cited definition among scholars refer to as 

the “package of functional, economic and psychological benefits provided by employment, and 

identified with the employing company” (Ambler & Barrow, 1996, p. 187). Similarly, 

Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) agree that employer branding represents a firm’s effort to promote 

a clear view of what makes an employer different and desirable among other employers. 

 

Ambler and Barrow are considered to be the first who established the phrase and concept of 

employer branding in 1996 within the setting of human resource management (Srivastava & 

Bhatnagar, 2010; Kucherov & Zavyalova, 2012; Backhaus, 2016). Initially, employer branding 

was utilized in the field of human resource management as mentioned by Aldousari et al. 

(2017). Additionally, employer branding was seen as a crossing of human resource 

management and marketing and could be employed in marketing and brand management 

theory. Employer branding has since then extended into many research fields including human 

resource management, marketing and psychology. Also, employer branding crosses with 

studies on recruitment and organizational attractiveness (Theurer et al., 2018). 
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In their important research, Ambler and Barrow (1996) explained that organizations could 

utilize brand marketing techniques in their efforts for attracting employees. In addition, 

organizations could market the brand internally which would boost employee motivation while 

improving customer results. In their study, the scholars underlined that the employer brand 

primary function was to supply management with a consistent structure to carry out priorities 

easier and with more attention, raise productivity and enhance recruitment, retention and 

commitment. Moreover, Ambler and Barrow (1996) state that the EB concept is an intangible 

asset in the minds of existing and potential employees that has most application in high-valued 

added, knowledge-intensive service businesses where marketing and HR-practices are even 

more important for attracting new talents. Examples of these are industries that require 

professional skills and development and where talent may be scarce. The practice of employer 

branding consists of two parts; internal and external functions (ibid.). According to Kucherov 

and Zavyalova (2012), the popularity of researching employer branding increased following 

the research by Ambler and Barrow. Likewise, Backhaus (2016) explains that typing employer 

branding into the Google search engine gives results exceeding 3 million. 

 

The early definition of the employer brand by Ambler and Barrow (1996) did not contain 

specific values, instead it was merely seen as the brand identity defining the employer. 

However, due to more research within employer branding it has thus limited its definition as 

claimed by Backhaus (2016). For instance, Ewing, Pitt, de Bussy, Berthon (2002) describe 

employer brand as “building an image in the minds of the potential labor market that the 

company, above all others, is a “great place to work”” (p. 12). Moreover, Kucherov and 

Zavyalova (2012) define the employer brand “as qualitative features of the employing 

company, which are attractive to a target audience. They are described by a totally positive 

image and appropriate set of material (economic) and non-material (psychological, symbolic) 

advantages distinguishing a company in the labor market” (p. 88).  However, brands can be 

understood as being positive or negative as well as effective or ineffective, the same can be 

said about employer brands (Backhaus, 2016). Another important study that has generated a 

greatly quoted definition was put forward by Backhaus and Tikoo (2004). In their study, the 

scholars explore the process of employer branding that includes the creation of the employment 

value proposition followed by its internal and external marketing. This process aims at 
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distinguishing the employer from others and to support the commitment between employees 

and the organization by a feeling of unity towards the employer brand. Moreover, the most 

important contribution of the study to the employer branding research was a framework based 

on branding ideas combined with notions within organizational behavior such as organizational 

identity, organizational culture and organizational attractiveness. Thus, the study has directed 

future research to the external and internal branding process (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). 

 

External branding has received much scholarly attention for the last ten years, with an upsurge 

in articles thus making it a popular field within the research of employer branding. Recruitment 

has been the main focus of this research. Here the employer seeks to build favorable 

associations about the employer brand for the intended group. Brand association are explained 

as the type of emotions one has towards a brand (Backhaus, 2016). Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) 

explain that these associations prompt the employer image which are essential for recruitment 

and attraction. The employer brand images contain instrumental and symbolic aspects, where 

instrumental aspects point to benefits, location or work hours’ while symbolic aspects refer to 

status or social acceptance that an employee may appreciate from working for an organization 

(ibid.). Moreover, employer brand attributes and employer attractiveness have been interesting 

research topics within employer branding with an important contribution from Cable and 

Turban (2003). This study concluded that a higher organizational reputation leads to greater 

organizational attractiveness as proposed by Cable and Turban (2003). The results of the study 

are well-founded and have been frequently cited (Edwards, 2009; Backhaus, 2016; Theurer et 

al., 2018). Several studies have thereafter attempted to establish the leading elements of an 

attractive brand, with all reporting various sets of features (Backhaus, 2016). For instance, 

Lievens and Highhouse (2003) explains that organizations become increasingly attractive when 

they share identical attributes as their candidates. Moreover, attractive attributes including job 

security, financial stability, improving motivation, behavior towards employees and the 

possibility for career development proved to be important according to Holtbrügge and Kreppel 

(2012). Likewise, a high wage and an appealing set of terms for compensation are also vital as 

stated by Berthon et al. (2005). 

 

According to Backhaus and Tikoo (2004), employer branding practices are efficient tools for 

attracting, motivating and also retain current and potential employees which is important in 
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current employment environment that is becoming increasingly competitive. By nurturing the 

employer brand and a firm's human capital it is considered to bring value to the firm. As stated 

by Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) and also by Barrow and Mosley (2005) the unique employment 

offering is also referred to as the employer value proposition. The employer value proposition 

represents the employer brand identity presented in a unique package of certain benefits that 

the firm offer. It is argued that a well-established EVP could potentially attract new employees, 

hence increase their interest in the employer (Barrow & Mosley, 2005). 

2.1.1 OVERVIEW OF EMPLOYER BRANDING CONCEPTS  

The research field of employer branding is often described as a disoriented area of research as 

it relates to several concepts. An example of a related concept is employer attractiveness. One 

explanation of the disoriented research area is the absence of a clear structure and a unified 

definition (Sponheuer & Müller, 2009). Another explanation is that employer branding has 

been addressed through various perspectives including organizational identity, corporate 

reputation, organizational image, corporate culture, corporate communications and corporate 

branding. Thus, this has resulted in many definitions and concepts connected to employer 

branding (Balmer & Greyser, 2006).  

 

Ambler and Barrow (1996) explain that employer brand consists of functional, economic and 

psychological advantages granted from employment which demonstrates the identity of the 

employing organization. Employer brand is the end result of all the functions relevant to the 

brand. In addition, employer branding involves the determination regarding planning, creation, 

managing and control of employer brands as well as the respective functions to favorably 

impact the employer choices of the preferred individuals (Christiaans, 2013). Furthermore, 

Branham (2000) describes employer branding as a practice of establishing an image of being a 

good workplace in the mind of the intended group of applicants. Here, employer branding 

becomes a way for achieving the goal to become an attractive employer (Christiaans, 2013). 

Employer brand equity involves a group of employment brand resources and responsibilities 

associated with an employment brand, name and symbol which increase the value offered by 

an organization to its employees (Ewing et al., 2002). In turn, this affects the chances that an 

employer will become more appealing as opposed to other competitors because of the 

employer’s distinctiveness and positive employer image that is promoted by the employer 
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brand. Also, brand equity creates positive influences of the organization (Christiaans, 2013). 

According to Collins and Stevens (2002), employer image refers to the viewpoints of the 

prospective candidates as well as the anticipated qualities regarding the employment or the 

organization. Employer image shows the associations about the employing organization which 

are expressed by the employer brand. These can be described through instrumental and 

symbolic image aspects. In contrast to attractiveness, the attributes or image aspects are not 

required to reveal positive associations. Employer attractiveness concerns the advantages a 

prospective employee anticipates when working for a particular organization according to 

Berthon, Ewing and Hah (2005). Employer attractiveness is described as a preceding element 

of employer brand equity which is affected by employer image. The anticipated advantages are 

understood by instrumental and symbolic characteristics that must express positive associations 

to provide attractiveness. Moreover, the employer value proposition of a particular organization 

is unique and unlike any other organization. Also, it is specifically fashioned to attract and 

retain particular kind of individuals. The purpose of the employer value proposition is to 

encourage favorable brand associations and employer image. It contains the essential 

advantages of employment and the vital values of the organization that demonstrates its identity 

(Christiaans, 2013). 

2.1.2 THE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EMPLOYER BRANDING AND CORPORATE 

BRANDING  

An organization's brand structure is comprised of three separate brand types including 

corporate brands, strategic business unit brands and product or service brands. In this context, 

corporate brands are significant as they uphold all the brands in the brand portfolio, including 

employer branding. Research has concluded that employer branding belongs to corporate 

branding. Employer branding focuses on what existing employees want and anticipate, internal 

employer branding, as well as future employees, external employer branding, corporate 

branding focuses on all stakeholders. In this situation, corporate branding is referred to as an 

efficiently outlined process for establishing and preserving a good reputation of the 

organization by communicating to stakeholders through the corporate brand. Employer 

branding has also been combined with consumer branding under the cover of corporate 

branding. The reason for this is that employer branding is especially created to meet the needs 

of the intended employees, at the same time it must coincide with the corporate brand and 
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consumer brand for the brand image to be constant. Moreover, an employer brand is connected 

to the product and service brands as future employees can simultaneously be customers and be 

presented with different impressions concerning an organization from the media and from 

individuals. Likewise, employees can part of all of the organization´s  stakeholder groups. It is 

not sufficient to communicate messages merely to employees considering internet and rapid 

mobile communication. Thus, it is important that the employer brand is created to improve the 

product or service brand. The purpose of the corporate brand should be to unify the 

organization´s brands, portray the identity and how to enforce the employer brand (Christiaans, 

2013).  

 

2.2 EMPLOYER BRANDING AS A STRATEGY FOR RECRUITING AND RETAINING EMPLOYEES  

Phillips and Gully (2015) state that recruitment is essential for performance within an 

organization. The scholars explain that recruiting impacts motivation, performance and 

retention amongst employees while talent has an effect on the organizations abilities, 

achievements and competitive advantage. Recruiting talent is vital for effectiveness within 

organizations. Competitive advantage is embedded within individual attributes which are used 

for strategic accomplishments. The competitive advantage derives from recruitment as it 

decides if such attributes are present within an organization. Furthermore, recruitment may 

possibly be the utmost important action within human resource and determines success and 

continuity for organizations. Thus, recruitment is able to provide organizations with 

competitive advantage. However, if organizations are unsuccessful in recruiting individuals 

with the proper capabilities and skill will likely terminate an organization (ibid.).  

 

Moreover, research has described several recruiting efforts including employer branding 

(ibid.). According to Backhaus (2016), for the last ten years the research in employer branding 

has aimed its attention towards external branding with the objective to recruit employees. 

Srivastava and Bhatnagar (2010) explain that organizations are intensifying their efforts to 

evaluate and improve their attractiveness to potential employees. This in turn impacts 

organizations when recruiting and attracting individuals with the appropriate talent and 

capabilities who are suitable for the demands and fit within the culture. Backhaus (2016) 

reports that previous research has differently classified the utmost attractive brand features. For 
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instance, studies have shown that factors such as compensation and job security were more 

vital when building employer attractiveness. Other studies concluded that employer brand 

aspects such as the prospect to implement knowledge for the work assignment, undertake 

interesting projects, working in an ethical environment and earning a reasonable wage were 

preferred (ibid.). 

 

As organizations are threatened by scarcity of a qualified labor force an effective recruitment 

strategy has thus become essential. The organization begins with identifying what separates it 

from other organizations as it then markets and promotes the distinct employment proposition. 

Within the situation of employment, employment branding has grown to become an important 

human resource strategy and applicable for this particular purpose. In contrast to the typical 

and temporary recruitment strategies employment branding offers a lasting strategy for 

sustaining the movement of talent for the organization. And so, employer branding is useful 

for the intention of recruitment, retention and employee commitment (Srivastava & Bhatnagar, 

2010). Khalid and Tariq (2015) argue that employer branding simplifies the recruitment 

process as it consumes less time and resources in the course of selecting employees. Also, 

employer branding assists in recruiting the appropriate employees for the appropriate 

employment. Thus, employer branding greatly impacts the practice of recruiting and selecting 

employees. This in turn enables organizations to build a workforce that is productive and 

thereby achieving success (ibid.). 

 

2.3 THE RESEARCH POSITION OF EMPLOYER BRANDING  

Research regarding employer branding is taking place in different locations around the world 

including Europe, Asia and in emerging economies. The interest in examining employer 

branding comes from what is pointed out in several studies, namely the “war over 

talent”.  Both concepts can be found in a great number of scientific articles. This stems from 

the circumstances on the labor market where numerous countries are challenged by  the 

shortage of highly qualified workers. For instance, it is estimated that by 2050 the portion of 

the population in Europe in the ages 15-60 years will fall from 62% to 49%. Thus, employers 

will be forced to compete for the attraction and retention of skilled employees. This can be 

noted among small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in India who are struggling with this issue. 
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There is high competition among such organizations as well as with larger multinational 

organizations for qualified workers. While larger organizations are able to initiate appealing 

recruitment operations due to greater resources SMEs are also motivated to pursue their own 

employer branding efforts. A survey by LinkedIn Business from 2016 concluded that the 

employer brand was highly prioritized in many companies in India. Similarly, in countries 

including China the figure was 87% and in Brazil 68%, showing that organizations 

acknowledge the importance of employer branding for competitive advantage. Research in 

employer branding for the purpose of building theory has largely been carried out in Western 

countries, but is spreading to many non-Western countries and growing economies (Backhaus, 

2016).     

 

As yet, the research of employer branding has focused on organizational attractiveness and 

organizational identity as well as examining the relations between the essential theoretical 

concepts. However, there are areas where more research is needed to answer questions 

regarding employer brand value and  whether a powerful employer brand can provide 

productivity by apparent and determinable means. Another field of research should focus on 

examining employer brand distinctiveness, and whether the distinct employer brand image can 

be preserved over time. According to institutional theory, organizations become alike over 

time. Furthermore, there are issues to be resolved concerning the crossing between the 

employer brand and corporate brand, and how these concepts affect each other. The research 

of employer branding will assist professionals ahead. For instance, the labor market in America 

will remain strained in the pursuit for skilled employees due to a decline in unemployment. 

This will motivate companies to utilize branding methods to distinguish themselves from others 

with reference to their corporate and employer branding. The importance of social media will 

impact external employer branding where companies will be forced to manage how recruiters 

and employees interplay with the brand. Thus, the constant external branding will shift the 

efforts to marketing. Leaders will have to assure that the external brand message is coherent 

with the internal conditions of the firm. The company has to provide what has been promised 

in their advertisements in order for new employees to be loyal. Dissatisfied employees can 

easily report their negative remarks on social media websites. This will closely link HR, 

employer brand and marketing in advertising the brand. Another concern is to develop 

employer branding that is suitable for the “gig economy” that appeals to this particular category 
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of workers. Scholars and professionals have focused on identifying the appropriate employer 

brand attributes for the attraction of the optimal employee. However, research has not managed 

to identify a right or distinct brand. Instead, the most suitable employees will be interested in 

an organization if the brand messages are true and evident. Employer branding must also be in 

agreement with the company's change-management operations. When there is a strategic 

change, a merger or acquisition and shift in ownership the internal and external employer brand 

message must be valid and sensible. In some cases the brand changes, it is important to 

communicate such changes to employees in order to not lose trust or reputation (ibid.). 

 

2.4 SIX-HOUR WORKDAY  

Throughout the 1900s the working hours have been significantly reduced in Sweden. (Spross, 

2017). Discussions about six hours workday are constantly ongoing in the political debate and 

even if the phenomenon has not yet reached great impact, more and more employers choose to 

introduce or test reduction of working hours which strengthens the topicality of the subject. 

Prior research within this subject has brought close attention to the health risks associated with 

long working hours and there has been an increased interest in the economic implications such 

as inefficiency due to sick leaves caused by diseases, stress and so forth. Studies show that 

hours of work has a profound effect on the way an individual lives. Studies confirmed a positive 

correlation between long work hours and health which has raised major concerns about the 

impact of long work hours on an individual’s well-being (Spross, 2017). According to Sparks 

and Cooper (1997), health and work hours are still such an important issue due to increased 

workloads, pressures to perform and job insecurity. These factors suggest why many 

individuals are nowadays working longer hours. Governmental interventions have been 

suggested and recently the work-life balance initiatives have been introduced as effective 

managerial tools for attracting and retaining employees in today’s turbulent work 

environment  (Allen, 2001; Spross, 2017). 

 

Previous studies have largely aimed at examining the effects that working time reduction has 

on the physical and mental health (Ahn, 2016). Tseng (2012) has shifted the perspective from 

workers to employers and presents in his study various strategies for how companies in Asia 

shorten their working hours with successful results. He raises the importance of conducting 
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similar studies in a different context and suggests research that demonstrates the organization’s 

challenges as a consequence of the introduction of working time reduction. However, his study 

focuses on working hour reduction as a consequence of legislation and may therefore differ in 

how the process looks if organizations implement it on their own initiative. According to Tseng 

(2012), a success factor is to establish strategies for rationalization of work processes. The 

scholar mentions, for example, that management together with employees can evaluate and 

remove redundant points during the workday such as informal meetings. This is a good 

example of governance controlling and points to why management is essential when an 

organization decides to implement six-hour workday (ibid.). One notable example of the six-

hour workday in Sweden is the trial at the Svartedalens elderly care home. In the following 

section the trial is summarized and portrays a successful attempt.   

 

THE EXAMPLE OF SVARTEDALENS ELDERLY CARE  

In 2014 the city of Gothenburg decided to carry out an experiment with the six-hour workday 

together with ongoing evaluation. There have been several trials with reduced working 

hours.  The latest attempt with reduced work hours within the municipalities elderly care in 

Scandinavia ended in 2006. Since then there have not been other attempts until the project in 

Gothenburg. Furthermore, there is a rising necessity for elderly care whereas nurses in Sweden 

are in a short supply (Lorentzon, 2017).   

 

The main purpose behind the attempt was to examine the effects of such a project. There was 

an interest to see the changes experienced by staff in connection with the project, as for 

everything from health effects, both subjective and objective, to changes in life opportunities 

and the possibility of creating more jobs. Furthermore, there was an interest to illustrate what 

socio- economic profits that can be gained by other parties in connection to the project. The 

city of Gothenburg, the municipal executive committee decided in 2014, as requested by the 

Left Party, the Social Democratic Party and the Green Party, to initiate the project of reduced 

work hours. Moreover, the staff committee of the municipal executive committee decided in 

2014 that the trial would begin in 2015. The test started in February 2015 and ended in 

December 2016 as planned and thus lasted for 23 months. The project was carried out by the 

city district committee Västra Hisingen and conducted at the Svartedalen elderly care home 
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together with a reference facility. Svartedalen had 68 nurses while the reference facility had 56 

nurses. Svartedalen and reference facility contain lesser sections than other elderly care homes 

in Gothenburg which causes brief transformations to have larger effects as opposed to a larger 

selection. HR-data was compared with all nurses at elderly care homes located in Gothenburg 

which placed the trial in a broader context (ibid.).   

 

In the project the work hours were reduced to six hours per day for nurses working full time 

with retained wages. There were 15 full time workers employed who covered the lost work 

hours and there were more nurses who divided the work hours. Schedules were arranged to 30 

hours per week. The project centered on full time working nurses with decreased work hours 

for the project. The results from the test were contrasted with previous for the years 2014, 2015, 

2016 as well as the references. Each month HR-data was gathered from Svartedalen, the 

reference facility and from nurses in other elderly care homes in Gothenburg. Likewise, 

economic data was gathered from Svartedalen each month. Questionnaires were answered by 

nurses before the project, after six months of the project and after the project was finished. 

Results were contrasted with different local and national studies as well as with contemporary 

research (ibid.).   

 

Important results and outcomes from the project at Svartedalen were the following: 

-          Nurses having more energy after work due to reduced work hours. 

-          Improvement in the degree of satisfactory stress with 105%. 

-          Improvement in the satisfactory degree of catching up with work with 59% due to reduced 

work hours. 

-          Fatigue was improved with 51, 3% due to reduced work hours. 

-          Improvement in physical activity with 24% due to reduced work hours. 

-          The general health was enhanced at Svartedalen with 11%. This was a minor improvement 

as a result of reduced work hours. 

-          Improvement for symptoms in the human musculoskeletal system with 10%. This was a 

poor outcome as a result of reduced work hours. 

-          The general sick leave was enhanced by 4, 7% due to reduced work hours. 
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-           The total sick leave among employees working full time as well as full time nurses with 

partial leave at Svartedalen was improved by 10, 1% as a contrast to 2014. This was an outcome 

from the experiment with the six-hour workday (ibid.). 

 

The project at Svartedalen included costs of 12, 5 million SEK for the City of Gothenburg and 

generated 15-17 additional employments. Also, costs for unemployment insurance was 

decreased with six million SEK for the state. Lastly, it is not known whether there are other 

projects who have examined the outcomes of reduced work hours for longer time periods. 

Likewise, there is a lack of equivalent tests that go beyond two years. Some outcomes were not 

the result of a reduction in work hours, nevertheless matters regarding the occupational health 

and safety of nurses has been emphasized (ibid.).  
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter contains the theoretical framework, which includes suitable theories and concepts 

found in the field of employer branding. Additionally, theories concerning work-life balance, 

well-being and working-time reduction are also included. The chapter ends with a 

conceptualization of the chosen theory and a summary. 

 

3.1 RESOURCE-BASED VIEW  

The resource - based view (RBV) of the firm is one of the most influential and cited framework 

for firm performance and it has lately influenced the field of strategic human resource 

management (Wright et al., 2001; Homburg et al., 2015). The theory addresses how 

organizations can gain competitive advantages through the use of core competencies and 

resources in a competent manner (Gassman & Becker, 2006). Barney and Wright (1998) claim 

that managers have started to recognize the value of human capital and that they constitute a 

company’s most valuable resource. The scholars suggest that human resource management is 

constantly facing a battle in justifying its position in a firm. Firms usually spend money on 

staffing, training, rewards and employee involvement while in difficult times, these HR 

expenditures are often reduced (ibid.). 

According to the resource - based view, the organization is regarded as a system of 

interdependent resources and heterogeneity in the distribution of resources between firms may 

result in competitive advantage thus act as a valid predictor of a firm’s success (Homburg, 

2015). Firm resources include “all assets, capabilities, organizational processes, firm 

attributes, information, knowledge etc., controlled by a firm” (Barney, 1991, p. 101). 

Nevertheless, firms should prioritize strategic resources since all resources are not equally 

significant to maintain competitive advantage according to Barney (1991). Additionally, 

Barney (1991) states that resources are strategic if they fulfill certain criteria such as being rare, 

valuable, inimitable and non-substitutable. 

 

Backhaus (2016) states that the research concerning employer branding emanates from the 

resource - based view theory. Employer branding is based on the idea that human capital can 

contribute value to organizations. If they are able to utilize this capital in a competent way, it 
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can contribute positively to an organization’s performance. This is reinforced by the resource-

based view indicating that the qualities of resources provide competitive advantage for 

organizations. Likewise, organizations also view brands as being highly important assets 

(Sokro, 2012; Khalid & Tariq, 2015). Consequently, brand management is considered to be an 

essential operation within several organizations. Employer branding, describes as 

implementing branding into human resource management, contributes to competitive 

advantage for organizations (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). Employer branding permits 

organizations to obtain qualified employees. The idea is that a unique brand provides 

organizations with unique human capital (Sokro, 2012). Similarly, employer branding 

facilitates retention that gives competitive advantage as explained by Backhaus and Tikoo 

(2004). Furthermore, the capability of an organization to obtain and manage competitive 

advantage depends on its capability to gather resources which are unique, valued and difficult 

to reproduce and replace. Moreover, an organization can acquire a competent workforce 

provided that it possesses rare attributes according to the resource- based view. Such attributes 

will grant the organization a particular uniqueness and a better position than its competitors 

(Khalid & Tariq, 2015). 

 

3.2 EMPLOYER BRANDING  

Ambler and Barrow (1996) defined the term employer brand based on the advantages and 

describe employer brand as a packet of advantages that are functional, economic and 

psychological. These advantages are offered from employment and recognized with the 

employing organization. The term brand is referred to as a sign, term, symbol, name, design or 

a combination of them for the purpose of recognizing the goods and services of one or more 

sellers as well as differentiating them from competitors. Initially, branding was applied to 

distinguish tangible products but is nowadays used to discern people, places and firms. 

Employer branding points to the different organizational attributes of the employer from other 

competitors. Similarly, the employment brand focuses on the distinct factors of the 

organizations employment promise or environment. Similarly, employer brand helps the 

organization to form an identity as an employer. The employer brand includes the 

organization's values, practices and behaviors in connection to the intention to attract, retain 

and motivate existing and future employees. Thus, employer branding helps an organization to 

convey a clear picture of why they are an attractive and distinct employer both internally and 
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externally. Furthermore, employer branding is regarded as a process to create an employer 

identity that is recognizable and unique as well as an employer brand which separates the 

organization from other competitors (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). Moreover, employer branding 

allows organizations to gain external recognition for their employer brand, which facilitates 

attraction and retention according to Srivastava and Bhatnagar (2010).    

3.2.1 EMPLOYER VALUE PROPOSITION  

Employer branding is an important strategy as it offers organizations competitive advantage 

for acquiring, retaining and maintaining talented employees. An organization's employer value 

proposition determines its image of being an attractive employer (Chhabra & Sharma, 2014). 

It is vital for an organization to provide a unique employer proposition to its existing and 

prospective employees. The EVP is described as a distinct compilation of offerings, 

associations and values that is meant to positively affect intended applicants and employees. 

The EVP motivates individuals to take up employment at an employer. It also displays the 

organization's competitive advantage. An efficiently managed EVP will offer organizations 

advantages including a larger supply of skill and employee commitment. The EVP makes the 

branding and communication efforts suitable, accurate and unique towards the intended 

individuals (Universum EVP, 2018). 

 

Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) explain how employer branding follows a three-stage process. The 

first stage includes establishing the value proposition that is represented by the brand. This 

communicates a wide range of information regarding the organization, particularly its culture, 

capabilities of existing employees, management, environment and perceptions about products 

or services (ibid.). This step helps to determine the identity of the organization and its 

expectations along with what it is able to provide. It is important that the value proposition 

gives a true image of the culture and the organization itself. Equally important is the clarity of 

the image and fulfillment of expectations or else employees may terminate their employment 

(Tanwar & Prasad, 2016). Thus, managers create a specific value that the organization will 

provide to the employees. The aim of the value proposition is to deliver the main meaning 

expressed by the brand as well as being a representation of what is provided to the employees 

by the organization. Subsequently, the value proposition is marketed to intended groups of 

expected employees, recruiting organizations and placement consultants and suchlike. This 
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external marketing of the employer brand is mainly meant to attract the intended group. It is 

likewise created to uphold and strengthen product or corporate brands. One essential aspect of 

employer branding is the consistency of the employer brand with the rest of the organization's 

branding efforts. The third stage of the process of employer branding is how the employer 

brand is marketed internally. At this stage, the internal marketing includes what the brand has 

vowed to offer to employees and integrated in the culture of the organization. Internal 

marketing, or internal branding, focuses on the objective of establishing a committed workforce 

who are dedicated to the organization's values and goals (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). 

 

3.3. EMPLOYER ATTRACTIVENESS AND EMPLOYER IMAGE 

The term employer image is an important factor within employer branding. It is assumed that 

perceptions of an employer image could affect whether candidates find an organization 

attractive. The academic attention for employer image coincides with the increasing interest of 

employer branding. Employer image can be viewed as an element of the larger multifaceted 

concept of organizational image. The many images of an organization stem from the many 

images by different groups of one particular organization. An organization's employer image 

is only one of its images, other images refer to its financial, corporate social performance as 

well as products or services images. Employer image is defined as a blend of transitory mental 

images by individuals with regards to particular characteristics of an organization as being an 

employer. These particular characteristics or attributes can be classified into instrumental, 

symbolic and experiential. Instrumental characteristics include concrete attributes such as 

benefits, wage or promotion. Symbolic characteristics are intangible and personal aspects. For 

instance, an organization may be considered as popular or prominent. Experiential 

characteristics include the experiences and encounters with the employer. Moreover, employer 

image is closely related to concepts such as employer familiarity and employer reputation. 

Employer knowledge is used as a collective name for these terms. Despite their relation it is 

suggested that employer familiarity and employer reputation needs to be differentiated from 

employer image. Employer familiarity is a preceding element of employer image and 

reputation. Employer familiarity involves mental assessment if a job applicant is familiar with 

the organization. Employer reputation includes the collective assessment of an organization by 

the public or job applicants. Reputation and image are different since reputation implies an 

emotional element. Furthermore, reputation is a lasting assessment indicating the impressions 
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the public has relating to an organization. Thus, the public may view an organization's 

reputation as positive, in contrast a job candidate may regard an organization in a negative 

manner (Lievens & Slaughter, 2016). 

 

It is equally vital to separate the employer image and the identity of an organization. An 

organization's identity is used to point out its essential, lasting and unique attributes. In other 

words, an organization's identity are the central attributes as recognized by employees’ while 

image is concerned with what others, external of the organization, consider. With regards to 

the employer brand and employer branding, the external employer brand is described as the 

employer image of an organization. Similarly, the internal employer brand is comparable with 

the identity of an organization. Thus, external employer branding is thought to be equivalent 

to employer image management. Likewise, internal employer branding corresponds to identity 

management. Lastly, employer image enables job candidates to differentiate between 

employers. This in turn leads to a greater and more valuable pool of candidates as well as 

greater financial performance (ibid.). Also, an attractive and positive employer image 

facilitates the attraction of skilled employees according to Kucherov and Zavyalova (2012). 

 

Berthon et al. (2005) explain that the term employer attractiveness is associated with employer 

branding. Employer attractiveness has been reviewed in the field of occupational behavior, 

management and marketing. Also, many organizations are aiming to become a leading 

employer. Employer attractiveness is described as the advantages visualized and anticipated by 

prospective employees of working in a particular organization. Employer attractiveness is 

considered to be a precursor of employer brand equity. That is, employer brand equity is 

strengthen when an employer is seen as attractive by prospective employees. The wide range 

of different attributes contributing to employer attractiveness include job security, wage, 

compensation and different aspects of the work environment such as a happy and fun 

workplace. In addition, more psychological attributes involve self-confidence when working 

in a specific organization as well as favorable relation with coworkers and supervisors. There 

are also attributes that refer to the employer, for instance whether the employer is innovative 

or philanthropic (ibid.).   
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3.4 THE ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN EMPLOYER BRANDING  

The application of social media is considered to be a vital factor within an organization's talent 

management strategy. Today, social media is the most current, influential and efficient 

communication channel of the purpose of communicating the brand. Social media is becoming 

largely utilized by many professionals within human resources for recruiting and examining 

applicants. Moreover, social media offers a platform for interaction among users, which 

enables them to create, share, discuss and adjust any content created by users. Blogs, virtual 

communities and social networking sites (SNSs) are among the common types of social media. 

On SNSs, such as Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn and Twitter, employers are able to post jobs. 

Likewise, social media is an important source where information of any sorts can help to create 

particular strategies for hiring, relieving searching efforts as well as employer branding. Thus, 

recruiting through social media consists of acquiring suitable people with the help of different 

social media venues. Also, this enables employers to draw conclusions about what type of 

person the applicant is from screening their online profile. This, in turn, is less time and cost 

consuming for employers. However, organizations must supervise and oversee the information 

on social media, both the positive and negative, as social media in the context of employer 

branding is both a blessing and a curse (Kaur, Sharma, Kaur & Sharma, 2015). 

 

Many organizations are utilizing various SNSs, most commonly Twitter, LinkedIn and 

Facebook, for brand promotion, approaching prospective employees and form brand 

communities (ibid.). These SNSs allow organizations to create persuasive videos for recruiting 

as well as audience segmentation for advancing the employer brand along with creating a 

supply of talent according to Bali and Dixit (2016). Likewise, utilizing social media together 

with human resource operations, such as recruitment, benefits in developing employer branding 

as well as to attract the most suitable talent. Thus, social media has become the dominant and 

most favored medium to promote and strengthen the employer brand, attracting prospective 

employees and obtaining talent for organizations (Kaur et al., 2015). 

 

3.5 THE EFFECTS OF EMPLOYER BRANDING  

Recruiting a talented and skilled workforce has become important due to a number of reasons. 

One reason is the decline in the supply of competent employees whereas the demand for 
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talented employees is growing. Organizations have understood the importance of human 

capital as they depend more on intellectual assets. Thus, human capital is an organization's 

most important asset. Consequently, attraction and retention of competent employees is 

essential for organizations, especially when it comes to being competitive. Considering 

challenges such as a mature workforce, increased global competition and the significance of 

technological innovation human capital has become vital (Aldousari, Robertson, Ab Yajid & 

Ahmed, 2017). 

 

The strategy of employer branding helps organizations to develop an advantageous image to 

prospective and existing employees through two marketing processes, external and internal. 

Through external marketing the organization is able to attract a competent workforce whereas 

internal marketing facilitates the motivation and retention of employees. Employees thus 

become promoters and supporters of their organization's brand. Moreover, organizational 

identity and culture are affected by the employer brand that also influences employer brand 

loyalty. A loyal workforce facilitates to boost productivity (Tanwar & Prasad, 2016). Maxwell 

and Knox (2009) found that, when building the employer brand, it is necessity for managers to 

pinpoint the characteristics of the organization which existing employees have appointed as 

being attractive. These characteristics differ from one organization to another. The employer 

brand can then be tied together with the organization`s own identity. Moreover, when the 

organization´s image is attractive externally employees are apt to relate to the organization. 

This in turn affects their behavior and encourages employees to bond with the brand (ibid.). 

Much research has been conducted investigating the effects of employer branding such as 

psychological contract, organizational commitment, job satisfaction, brand advocacy and 

productivity being effects of employer branding (Tanwar & Prasad, 2016). 

 

The relation between employer and employee as well as the anticipations or responsibilities to 

each is known as the psychological contract. Research claims that employer branding can 

facilitate the creation of psychological contract. The psychological is created by the 

organizational culture together with the employer brand. Impressions can be altered in order to 

form a contract such as “employer of choice”. Furthermore, the organization can form a unique 
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and inimitable competitive advantage with the aid of the internal employer brand. By fulfilling 

the employees’ expectations, a motivated and loyal labor force is established (ibid.). 

 

Organizational commitment is described to be a psychological bond between an individual and 

the organization. The individual is prepared to apply additional efforts to complete the job 

assignments. An effective employer brand is expected to produce a favorable image and 

identity for the workforce. Recognition and affiliation with the organizational brand and values 

raises employee commitment to the organization. Research has revealed that employer 

branding and organizational commitment are positively connected. Moreover, employees who 

are able to comprehend the culture and values are more committed to the organization. 

Research also points out that positive impressions towards employer branding makes 

employees more attached to their employer and facilitates employee satisfaction (ibid.). 

 

Job satisfaction is a frequently researched aspect within human resources. It is assumed that 

the organization regards the employees as their customers. The purpose of the brand is to raise 

employee satisfaction which enables to foresee subsequent behaviors about the brand. Job 

satisfaction is described as the attitude a person has concerning their employment. It is viewed 

as a positive effect of employer branding. It is suggested that employer branding raises 

commitment and satisfaction amongst employees as it unites the culture. An efficient employer 

brand affects employee satisfaction will also affect customer experience. Also, training and 

coaching is proposed to boost employee satisfaction (ibid.). 

 

When the brand is positively referred to by consumers it helps to form brand advocacy. 

Individuals become advocates or ambassadors of the brand when they diffuse their thoughts 

and ideas. Brand advocacy is also practical in human resource management (HRM). An 

employee must be able to access sufficient information regarding the organization to be able 

to advocate the brand. Advocacy about the organization to others can be established through 

organizational commitment. Greater outcomes of brand advocacy are obtained as deeply 

committed employees serve as brand ambassadors who represent a genuine and truthful 

representation of the culture and values. Employer branding affects brand advocacy when 

employees are assured that their organization is an excellent workplace and thus makes 

employees to become brand advocates. In order to create enthusiastic brand advocates it is 
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essential to communicate the correct meaning of the brand as well as fulfilling the brand 

obligations (ibid.). 

 

There has been research examining if employer branding raises organizational performance 

and thereby productivity. Studies have shown that employer brand loyalty facilitates in raising 

productivity as well as a positive relation between a strong employer brand and employee 

productivity. Also, empirical results stress that senior management form an important part in 

creating an employer branding strategy (ibid.). Likewise, Aldousari et al. (2017) state that the 

organization's top management take part in the establishment of the employer branding 

procedure. Furthermore, a leading employer branding strategy has a positive effect on 

productivity. The scholars also explain that organizations with such strategies gain an improved 

productivity as opposed to organizations who lack a strategy. This demonstrates that a leading 

employer branding strategy is valuable and advantageous for organizations (ibid.). However, 

scholars claim that more research is needed in this particular field according to Tanwar and 

Prasad (2016).     

 

3.6 TALENT  

Within the field of talent management (TM), defining talent may be a difficult task. Initially, 

talent determines the intended group or audience for the strategy of talent management. The 

different explanations are usually intertwined with what constitutes to a good leader, effective 

leadership, great potential and performance or even one’s individual interpretation. Moreover, 

it is vital for an organization to determine what talent is composed of in accordance with the 

organization. However, organizations may find this task to be difficult since the multiple 

descriptions of talent are intricate, unclear and insufficient (Ross, 2013). According to Lewis 

and Heckman (2006), the word talent is basically an indirect term for people. Furthermore, it 

is possible to classify talent as valued, difficult to reproduce and uncommon. The element of 

imitability is intimately connected to talent. Organizations are able, by the use of their own 

people, to acquire talents and capabilities and create a culture, social networks as well as an 

organizational and management construct with the objective to control these talents and 

capabilities. Consequently, competitors will find this difficult to replicate. Organizations that 

are capable to create unique, uncommon and valued resources will result in competitive 
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advantage. Unique and non-reproducible resources will, in all probability, yield long term 

benefits (ibid.). 

3.6.1 TALENT MANAGEMENT  

The scientific research concerning the topic of talent management  holds many shortcomings. 

In particular, there is shortfall of a clear theoretical foundation as pointed out by many scholars 

(Lewis & Heckman, 2006; Al Ariss, Cascio & Paauwe, 2014; Thunnissen, 2016). Nevertheless, 

the subject of TM has received ample recognition in recent years. Consulting companies and 

businesses have, for a long time, lead the activities and discussions on talent management. 

However, organizations and institutions are also showing their interest (Al Ariss, et al. 2014). 

Similarly, Bhatnagar (2007) explains that organizations worldwide are increasingly directing 

their focus on TM. This is mainly caused by the shortfalls on the market for labor, thus 

escalating the fight for talent (ibid.). 

 

The concept was first introduced by a group of McKinsey consultants in 1997 with the well-

known term “War for talents” which refers to recruiting and retaining talented employees (Al 

Ariss et al., 2014). According to the scholars, the term has acquired various meanings as result 

of human resource developments in today’s society. By reviewing previous literature it has 

appeared that talent management lacks a consistent definition and many scholars point out a 

lack of evidence underpinning its practice (Lewis & Heckman 2006; Christensen Hughes & 

Rog 2008; Collings & Mellahi 2009). As a result, there are various views of TM with regard 

to its practical application. Firstly, TM is commonly utilized to describe the usual HR activities. 

Secondly, it may refer to succession-planning activities, and thirdly, TM can be related to the 

practice of managing employees with talent. In summary, the term TM lacks a clear 

comprehension as well as its range and objectives (Al Ariss et al., 2014). However, the most 

common definition of talent management is put forward by Collings and Mellahi (2009) and 

refers to: 

 “The activities and processes that involve the systematic identification of key 

positions that differentially contribute to the organization’s sustainable 

competitive advantage, the development of a talent pool of high potential and 

high performing incumbents to fill these roles, and the development of a 

differentiated human resource architecture to facilitate filling these positions 
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with competent incumbents and to ensure their continued commitment to the 

organization” (p. 304).  

 

Central shortfalls within the literature of TM refer, first and foremost, to its definition. It is 

difficult to find a stable definition of the term TM within the scholarly literature, which 

contributes to various interpretations (Al Ariss et al., 2014). Lewis and Heckman (2006) 

identified three key streams of the concept of talent management which due to the lack of 

theoretical models, Collings and Mellahi (2009) later developed a theoretical model of strategic 

talent management. The process initiates with identifying pivotal talent positions and this 

should be the first stage in any firms strategic talent management system. The second phase 

deals with developing a talent pool which consists of high potential and high performing 

incumbents that the organization can rely upon to fill those pivotal talent positions.  

 

On the outset, talent management was created to enhance the practice of recruitment and the 

development of people with the necessary talents and abilities with the intention of fulfilling 

various requirements within the organization. Talent management involves several facets 

including selection, recruitment, coaching, managing performance, career and leadership 

development, replacement, reward and recognition (Bhatnagar, 2007). Lewis and Heckman 

(2006) state that these practices are common within HR, which indicates that managing talent 

entails the usual practices carried out by HR although rapidly. For instance, using the internet 

or outsourcing. Recruiters view TM as a source where top applicants can be obtained from, 

proponents of training and development support upcoming talent with training and leader 

development programs. Other views concerning talent management centers around the notion 

of talent pools. In this regard TM is a variety of activities aimed to secure a sufficient flux of 

people to the organization. Moreover, many scholars use talent management as an alternative 

to HR (ibid.). Talent management is frequently referred to attracting, identifying, developing, 

retaining and distributing talent according to Thunnissen (2016). Also, Lewis and Heckman 

(2006) explain that TM is mindset that is a vital part of succession planning and to secure that 

people perform to the height of their capabilities. Talent is frequently used to refer to different 

descriptions including great capabilities or skilled employees that are valuable for 

organizations. The multiple ways of describing talent have led to many discussions if talent 

management is all-encompassing, targeting every employees’ talent, or restricted, 
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concentrating only on the attraction and retention of a preferred set of employees (Thunnissen, 

2016). There are also discussions if talent is inherent or acquired, whether everybody can be 

considered as talented or rather those next in line to leadership according to Ross (2013). 

Moreover, a practical understanding of the process of talent management focuses on recruiting 

and developing talents using a wide variation of talent management methods to manage their 

actions suitable to the necessities of the organization. Consequently, this leads to happier and 

motivated people, which raises performance (Thunnissen, 2016). 

 

Due to competition and the scarcity of accessible employees with talents and competencies 

organizations are increasingly focusing their efforts to attract and retain talent. For this purpose, 

it is important for organizations to possess a favorable employer brand. Talent management is 

suggested to be a vital driving force for the employer brand strategy. Moreover, talent greatly 

impacts competitive advantage (Bhatnagar, 2007). Likewise, the strategy of TM intends to 

accomplish the demands for human capital as well as provide revenue, sustainability and 

competitive advantage, thus greatly impacts organizational performance (Thunnissen, 2016). 

 

3.7 WORK-LIFE BALANCE  

Critical lack and scarcity of skill and talent as well as the rise of the knowledge-based economy 

have caused tension as to the capability of organizations in attracting and retaining skilled 

employees. The rise of work-life balance (WLB), a vital strategic human resource management, 

is closely connected to these issues (Grigg & Da Silva, 2008). Shankar and Bhatnagar (2010) 

report that WLB has, in the recent decades, become a topic of interest. The scholars point to 

globalization and the transformation of the quality of work as the driving force concerning the 

subject. The contemporary working environment is frequently defined by rapid changes, stress 

and a greater application of technology. Additionally, as income and living standards have 

risen, people are seeking an improved working environment as well as family and personal-

life. Nowadays, all employees are forcing organizations to invent alternatives for skilled 

employees to have further options to handle the rivaling pressures of work and family (ibid.). 

 

The concept of WLB has its source in many Western countries and is linked to a specific time 

period. For instance, as more women joined the labor force as well as issues concerning stress 
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and exhaustion connected to the working environment prompted research and discussions 

during the 1980s and 1990s. The contemporary research surrounding WLB was initiated during 

the 1990s. Phrases such as “work-family balance”, “work-family conflict”, “work-family 

integration” and “family friendly policies” have been utilized to address the area of WLB. 

Such phrases give only a limited explanation of WLB as they solely concentrate on women and 

their family obligations. However, WLB must be viewed in more inclusive terms. This means 

that it applies to all workers regardless of marital status, family responsibilities or gender. 

Additionally, aside from indicating a balance of work and family, WLB also refers to the 

balance of work and the remaining everyday concerns. Additionally, WLB also comprises 

people who are devoid of family obligations, such as young workers, into its meaning. Hence, 

WLB is a much wider concept and applicable to those demanding more privacy. The incentive 

to examine WLB is largely due to Generation X, comprised of workers that greatly emphasize 

WLB (ibid.). 

 

The terms “work” and “life” may be difficult to define precisely. However, work usually refers 

to a profession, requiring either physical or mental labor, with payment and life to all things 

unrelated to work such as family obligations, recreation and individual growth and so forth 

(Shankar & Bhatnagar, 2010; Kumar & Janakiram, 2017). Similarly, the term “balance” is 

also unclear, therefore resulting in an overall vagueness of the term WLB. For instance, the 

sense of balance is subjective, one may have WLB although work is more demanding (Shankar 

& Bhatnagar, 2010). Equally, Kumar and Janakiram (2017) state that there is much debate 

concerning WLB and its multiple meanings and dimensions. Yet, the scholars describe WLB 

as “the harmonious and holistic integration of work and non-work of work and private life” 

(p. 184). However, different factors from ones’ private-life can converge with work. In 

particular, work may obstruct private-life and equally private-life with work. Likewise, work 

may intrude on family-life and vice versa it may intrude on work causing conflict. Still, it is 

possible that work could be improved by personal and family-life, and work could favorably 

impact personal-life and family-life (ibid.). 

 

There are various theories describing how work, family-life and personal-life are linked 

together, such as boundary theory and border theory being the essential theories in examining 
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WLB. These theories have also led to the development of other theories including the spillover 

theory, as being the dominant and a well-known interpretation of how work and family are 

connected. Spillover theory explains that workers transfer their emotions, attitudes, skills and 

behaviors experienced at the workplace to the family sphere as well as the other way around. 

In theory, spillover is either positive or negative, where positive points out that accomplishment 

and contentment in a certain sphere could be transferred into other spheres. In contrast, when 

spillover is negative it means that difficulties, hopelessness and distress in a particular sphere 

could be carried over to other spheres. Therefore, spill over can be referred to as a situation 

through which events and occurrences in a certain function influences the events in another. 

Much of the research, in this context, centers around the mood spill over (ibid.).      

 

There is an important issue concerning the accountability of WLB, if it is a personal obligation 

or if it is the duty of the employer to invent WLB strategies according to Shankar and Bhatnagar 

(2010). On the other hand, many organizations in numerous industries and business areas are 

realizing the importance of utilizing their WLB strategies and culture as vital elements for 

recruitment. For instance, awards such as “Best Employer” include a review of WLB within 

organizations. Initially, WLB centered around the balance of work and family and different 

strategies for employees to fulfill family obligations, including flexible working hours, 

working part-time or dividing assignments and suchlike. However, the concept of WLB has 

developed further beyond family obligations. Strategies concerning WLB focuses on 

improving workers’ independence regarding their efforts to organize and incorporating work 

and private life. Furthermore, the culture of an organization is key and work to sustain, uphold, 

promote and WLB strategies. The advantages of WLB strategies allow employees to bringing 

together work and private life. Similarly, employers can experience advantages such as a 

recognition of having a positive social impact and improvements in commitment, job 

satisfaction, performance, productivity and morale within the organization. In addition, WLB 

strategies are able to improve the employer brand leading to advantages such as a larger 

workforce of higher quality, greater retention and low turnover (Grigg & Da Silva, 2008). 

Shankar and Bhatnagar (2010) report of similar benefits with regards to greater retention, 

productivity and commitment experienced by employers, which prompts them to develop WLB 

strategies. Other benefits include better mental health and greater employee engagement as 
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result of WLB policies. The scholars claim that for employers to gain a greater organizational 

performance, especially when intangible labor requires innovation, flexibility and speed, 

employee engagement is vital. When employees are engaged, whereby they are granted 

participation, freedom and trust, organizational goal can be fulfilled without difficulties (ibid.). 

 

3.8 WELL-BEING AND PERFORMANCE  

In previous studies well-being has been revealed as an important element for work performance 

according to Taris and Schaufeli (2015). Well-being is an extensive notion that encompasses 

many different emotions and aspects with regard to satisfaction and mental health as explained 

by Sonnentag (2001). The many examples of well-being include affective well-being, that 

involves job satisfaction, organizational commitment and emotional fatigue, professional well-

being, that implies ambition and skill at work, and cognitive well-being, which refers to the 

ability to obtain information at work. Moreover, prior research has reported of a relationship 

between well-being and performance. This is related to be “happy-productive worker 

hypothesis”, which suggests that happy workers have a tendency to increase productivity as 

opposed to other workers (Taris & Schaufeli, 2015). 

 

Effort is an important factor used to accomplish different objectives at work. In this context, 

the effort-recovery theory is used to examine the consequences of effort on fatigue, which is 

an index for well-being. The theory suggests that effort at work leads to negative outcomes 

including fatigue, stress and negative affect in the short-run, and after full recovery these 

negative outcomes will cease. Consequently, this has enabled employees to recover their 

strength and health from the previous work day. But, poor recovery will lead to employees 

starting the following work day in a less optimal state, which will require them to add more 

efforts to complete work assignments. As a result, this puts greater pressure on the recovery 

process that eventually leads to health issues as exhaustion (ibid.). Using the point of view of 

well-being, healthy employees with a positive emotional state ought to lead to happier and 

productive employees. Thus, the well-being of employees is for the benefit of employers and 

they need to offer tangible advantages to be successful in recruiting (Harter, Schmidt & Keyes, 

2002).  
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3.9 WORKING-TIME REDUCTION 

It is well acknowledged that work hours are highly related to health and well-being of the 

workforce. Consequently, scholars and policy makers have focused on this issue. Work hours 

are a vital factor that greatly affects a person’s health attitude (Ahn, 2016). Likewise, reduced 

work hours is clearly beneficial from the perspective of family-life. Working shorter hours is 

also greatly desired when it comes to job priorities (Anttila, Nätti & Väisänen, 2005). 

Additionally, reduced work hours are important in the context of stress. For instance, it is well 

observed that stress is prevalent among social workers in Sweden. However, this occurrence is 

not restricted to Sweden as many countries share the similar experiences. Stress is associated 

with difficulties in retention and less quality in the performance of social workers (Barck-Holst, 

Nilsonne, Åkerstedt & Hellgren, 2017). 

 

Reduced work hours influences people to exercise frequently according to Ahn (2016). Short 

work hours enable individual to have more free time, social interactions, time for family, a 

better work-life balance as well as recovery (Anttila et al., 2005; De Moortel, Thévenon, De 

Witte & Vanroelen, 2017; Barck-Holst et al., 2017). Also, it leads to less exhaustion and a rise 

in well-being as well as reduced work tension which has a positive spillover effect on family-

life. Consequently, it can generate favorable economic results in terms of boosting health and 

job morale as well as limiting absenteeism, earlier retirement and employee turnover (Anttila 

et al., 2005). Shorter work hours beneficially impact restorative sleep, memory and fatigue just 

to mention a few. This applies during the work week and weekends (Barck-Holst et al., 2017). 

 

Longer work hours are related to cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, stress, mental illness and 

work- family frictions. Likewise, long work hours are related to health problems and harmful 

behaviors including smoking, excessive alcohol consumption and less physical activities. Such 

factors are the main catalysts to avoidable chronic diseases. Moreover, long work hours could 

serve as an obstacle for exercise as time is restricted for activities outside of work. It is assumed 

that work stress causes smokers to increase their smoking and enticing former smokers to revert 

to smoking, since smoking relieves stress (Ahn, 2016). Additionally, long work hours can 

disrupt physiological activities and thus creating health problems including a weak mental 

well-being. Social interaction with family and friends as well as appreciating leisure are 
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necessary elements for an individual. The mental well-being of an individual can be severely 

affected when long work hours prevents leisure and social commitments (De Moortel et al., 

2017). 

 

Working shorter hours could negatively affect professional requirements and ambitions. 

Consequently, individuals may be prevented from advancing their skills, achieving job security 

and the prospect of career advancement (De Moortel et al., 2017). It is also claimed that reduced 

work hours, as in the six-hour workday, is costly and decreases competitiveness. As an 

alternative, employers offer flexible work hours (Barck-Holst et al., 2017). Moreover, 

organizations might find shorter work hours challenging to achieve because of restricted 

resources. Reduced work hours in the context of a welfare state enterprise are related to 

spending as mentioned by Spross (2017). 

 

3.10 EMPTY LABOR  

There are employees in the workplace that engage in activities unrelated to work. This element 

is termed empty labor and is defined as “private activities at work” (Paulsen, 2015, p. 351). 

Thus, empty labor refers to “everything you do at work that is not your work” (p. 352). Many 

studies have shown that employees use 1,5 to 3 hours out of their work hours for activities 

connected to non-work. One example of such an activity is “cyberloafing” where, for instance, 

employees may conduct purchases on the Internet during work hours. Other activities include 

employees visiting different social interaction sites such as Facebook during work hours. 

Studies have reported that empty labor entails costs for organizations as cyberloafing leads to 

a decline in productivity. Work obligation is an important aspect within the discussion of empty 

labor and is explained as the tendency of the employee to work inside the structures of the 

organization without being pressed by managers or coworkers. Another aspect in this context 

is “potential output”. For instance, a low potential output suggests that, in relation to time, the 

primary work assignment only demands a small effort. In these situations, employees may 

unwillingly engage in empty labor as they cannot perform additional assignments because they 

are not included in their duties. In contrast, high potential output means that, in relation to time, 

the demanded effort is greater for the completion of the primary work assignment. Here, there 

are also a lot of additional work available, but the employee willingly abandons work in which 
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empty labor arises. Moreover, there are various forms of empty labor such as enduring, coping, 

soldiering and slacking.  Enduring is an unwilling kind of empty labor while coping arises from 

pointless work. Soldiering involves employees evading to work while slacking is when 

employees appreciate empty labor and do not wish to rectify it (Paulsen, 2015). 

 

3.11 CRITICISM OF EMPLOYE R BRANDING  

The concept of employer branding has mainly been positively described together with positive 

effects for organizations. For instance, Tanwar and Prasad (2016) have reported positive effects 

of employer branding including productivity, job satisfaction and organizational commitment. 

Similarly, Kucherov and Zavyalova (2012) and Wallace et al. (2013) claim that the primary 

function of the employer brand is to raise productivity, boost recruitment, retention and 

commitment as well as giving management a framework to target its priorities. Sokro (2012) 

report of the growing use of employer branding by organizations to attract potential employees 

as well as involving existing employees within the organization.  

 

Thus, there is limited criticism aimed at employer branding. However, there are a few 

unresolved issues concerning this concept. Initially, employer branding lacks a sole definition 

as mentioned by Sokro (2012), which may cause difficulties and potential criticism. 

Additionally, Aldousari et al. (2017) points out that the full development of employer branding 

has only occurred recently. Also, research has not determined whether the employer brand will 

come to be successful or not according to Moroko and Uncles (2008). Furthermore, Ambler 

and Barrow (1996) question if employer branding, in fact, contributes to greater organizational 

performance as organizations incorporate branding and marketing principles together with HR 

activities. The empirical results from Ambler and Barrow (1996) report that the construction 

of employer branding is time consuming and sensitive if subject to an unfortunate situation. 

Also, Backhaus (2016) has noted that the employer brand is sensitive to changes within 

organizations, for example in a merger or acquisition. 
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3.12 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK  

The theories presented above all fill a function in comprehending the issue of six-hour 

workday. They contribute to the essential understanding of employer branding, an 

understanding that is necessary to possess if organizations want to be able to use the six-hour 

workday as an employer branding strategy with the greatest possible success. 

 

The theoretical framework emanates from the managerial perspective of employer branding, 

talent management and the resource-view based theory. Employer branding is a field within 

strategic human resource management and the study is partly based on Ambler and Barrows’ 

(1996) definition which refers to as “the package of functional, economic and psychological 

benefits provided by employment, and identified with the employing company”. The definition 

of employer branding has during the last decade developed into a much broader perspective by 

Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) where employer branding represents a firm’s effort to promote a 

clear view of what makes an employer different and desirable among other competitive 

employers. Therefore, since this study attempts to research the six-hour workday as an 

employer branding strategy, the above mentioned definition of employer branding will be used 

throughout the study.  

 

According to the resource-based view, it is important to convey what the employees consider 

to be attractive and positive with the organization through their employer brand. In this manner, 

the organization ensures that prospective employees fit in and have values similar to the values 

of existing staff. Thereby, employer branding is an important strategy as it offers organizations 

competitive advantage for acquiring, retaining and maintaining talented employees. An 

organization's EVP determines its image of being an attractive employer and is described as a 

distinct compilation of offerings, associations and values that is meant to positively affect 

intended applicants and employees. Hence, the EVP model can be used as a complement to the 

other theories. We believe an organization can use this model to analyze its current status of its 

own employer brand that can serve as a benchmark in future employer branding work. 

 

Lastly, by looking at these theories it is possible to distinguish a common denominator, namely 

the image conveyed by the organization. The theory suggests that the capability of an 
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organization to obtain and manage competitive advantage depends on its capability to gather 

resources which are unique, valued and difficult to reproduce and replace. Below, the authors 

of this study have constructed the figure for the purpose of illustrating the connection between 

the different core concepts.  

Figure 1: The authors of this study have constructed the above figure to illustrate the relation 

between the different core concepts. The figure is based on the important concepts found in the 

research of employer branding.   

3.13 SUMMARY OF THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The research of employer branding has increased as it has received more scholarly attention. 

Many studies have applied different theoretical perspectives when researching employer 

branding. However, scholars have frequently utilized the resource-based view, and as 

Backhaus (2016) has pointed out, it is the theory in which employer branding is based on. The 

theory highlights the importance of resources within organizations, especially human capital 

as being a strategic resource. Connecting this to employer branding, organizations can obtain 

competitive advantage if they are able to attract a workforce with rare attributes. 

 

An important factor of employer branding is its ability to provide employers with 

distinctiveness and uniqueness, thus separating them from competitors. This in turn benefits 

RBV 
Unique 

EVP 

Strong  

EB 
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organizations in attracting, retaining and motivating potential and existing employees who are 

valuable to the organization. Additionally, employer branding helps to give organizations and 

employers an identity. The most critical factor of employer branding is the EVP, together with 

the three- stage process, as it provides organizations with benefits such as talent and employee 

commitment. However, it is essential that the EVP is managed efficiently both internally and 

externally. Furthermore, scholars have identified several positive effects provided by the 

employer branding strategy such as organizational commitment, job satisfaction and 

productivity as well as performance. Closely related to employer branding is talent 

management which has become an important process in HR as well. Talent management is 

equally important in terms of recruiting and retaining skilled employees. Lastly, despite its 

positive depiction, employer branding has received criticism. Even though the criticism is 

minimal it still raises concerns, especially whether employer branding adds to performance. 

This concern has been pointed out in previous research together with other issues that need 

clarity. Nevertheless, it is difficult to avoid employer branding and its growing significance for 

organizations in their efforts to attract and retain talent. Likewise, the importance of employer 

branding can also be explained by the recognition it has received from scholars and 

professionals. Taking into account the challenges facing organizations in the current business 

environment employer branding has certainly become a key strategy. Lastly, the authors 

consider it possible to criticize the theory of employer branding and the six-hour workday. 

Although these research topics have received scholarly attention, they are still in their early 

stages. Had these research topics been further explored the results of this study may have been 

different. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter begins with presenting previous research methodology in order to provide the 

reader with deeper information of the research field. Thereafter, the selected method used for 

this thesis together with a justification for the chosen method is presented. Moreover, the 

chapter also presents limitations and the data collection process. The chapter ends with a 

discussion of validity, reliability and ethical considerations.  

 

4.1 PRIOR RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

The research field of employer branding has repeatedly been defined as disorganized 

(Sponheuer & Müller, 2009). Scholars have also claimed that more empirical inquiries  are 

needed as well as a clear theoretical background (Aldousari et al., 2017). Edwards and Edwards 

(2013) states that the literature consists of a combination of marketing and HR. Similarly, 

Khalid and Tariq (2015) claim that the borders of employer brand strategy are unclear, 

connecting several areas such as marketing, HR and communications. Furthermore, employer 

branding consists of several theoretical perspectives including the resource-based view and 

social identity theory. The literature also includes organizational identity and psychological 

contract as well as management that studies the personality characteristics within an 

organization (Edwards, 2009). For instance, Maxwell and Knox (2009) utilized the social 

identity theory in order to study employer brand attractiveness in existing employees. 

Furthermore, Edwards (2009) explains that research conducted in the field of personnel 

psychology has been applicable to employer branding when it comes to examining the factors 

affecting attractiveness of an organization to prospective employees. Berthon, Ewing and Hah 

(2005) studied employer attractiveness according to prospective employees and explained how 

this concept is connected to employer branding and how employer attractiveness has been 

reviewed in the fields of vocational behavior, management, psychology, communication and 

marketing. 

 

With regards to data collection many scholars have used questionnaires, surveys, interviews 

and focus groups. For instance, in the study conducted by Biswas and Suar (2016) used a 

questionnaire to test hypotheses in order to examine employer branding and its antecedents and 

consequences. Their study focused on executives and senior managers in 209 organizations in 
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the sectors of manufacturing and service in India. The scholars used a database of 1000 

companies. The study conducted by Berthon et al. (2005) is another example of a quantitative 

study, where the scholars used a 25 item Employer Attractiveness scale (EmpAt) on a sample 

of 683 university students in order to construct a scale to determine employer attractiveness. 

Furthermore, comparative case studies have also been carried out when researching employer 

branding. Maxwell and Knox (2009) utilized this method on five heterogeneous organizations 

in different industries, where twelve employees from each organization where requested to 

participate in the survey.  

 

Qualitative studies have also been performed where Chhabra and Sharma (2014) used semi-

structured interviews when interviewing senior management students about attractive 

organizational attributes. Studies have also combined qualitative and quantitative methods, 

which can be found in the research by Aldousari et al. (2017). The scholars made a comparison 

between organizations with regards to the extent of their employer branding strategy. 

Furthermore, Botha, Bussin and De Swardt (2011) adopted a non-empirical and model building 

methodology for the purpose to investigate causal relations between theoretical concepts. The 

unit of analysis consisted of quantitative and textual data concerning employer brand matters. 

The scholars used literature searchers and collected data from 24 articles. In addition to these 

methods, many scholars have carried out literature and theory reviews as well as overviews of 

employer branding. Examples of such studies can be found in Lievens and Slaughter (2016); 

Backhaus (2016); Theurer et al. (2018). The motivation behind such studies have been to 

extend and reinforce the theoretical basis of employer branding. Additionally, research has 

focused on the conceptualization of employer branding as in the research of Backhaus and 

Tikoo (2004). Moreover, longitudinal studies are uncommon in employer branding, 

particularly examining how the employer brand changes over time. This has been pointed out 

by Backhaus (2016) who proposes further exploration concerning this issue. However, 

Edwards and Edwards (2013) conducted a longitudinal study to examine the alterations of the 

employer brand in the context of a multinational acquisition.    

 

In summary, scholars within the research field of employer branding have utilized a range of 

different research methodologies and approaches. The aim has been to increase the theoretical 
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and empirical framework which many scholars claim to be insufficient. In reviewing several 

articles, there is not a leading methodology in exploring employer branding. One reason for 

this may be that the research is divided due to different theoretical perspectives and academic 

disciplines. 

 

4.2 RESEARCH DESIGN  

The research design is the general plan on how to answer the research question and it ultimately 

sets the foundation for the study (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). Sekaran (2003) suggests 

that a research design should include six elements which will be further discussed below. These 

are the following; 

1. Purpose of the study 

2. Type of investigation 

3. Extent of researcher interference 

4. Study setting 

5. Unit of analysis 

6. The time horizon (cross-sectional vs. longitudinal) 

 

This study was conducted by applying a qualitative approach since the research questions 

intended to answer how and why the six-hour workday is used as an employer branding 

strategy. According to Myers (2013), qualitative research is better suited if the intention is to 

study a particular subject in depth and if the topic is fairly unexplored with inadequate prior 

research. In this thesis, the six-hour workday as a employer branding strategy has not been 

thoroughly explored within the academic field. Consequently, a qualitative research approach 

was used. 

4.2.1 MULTIPLE CASE STUDIES  

Yin (2014) suggests that case study research is particularly appropriate when investigating 

unexplored questions of how, which corresponds to this particular thesis. A multiple case study 

was conducted since it allowed the authors to develop a deeper interpretation of the six-hour 

workday than a single case would have done. Furthermore, a multiple case study is more 
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suitable for the purpose of yielding rich insight of complex phenomenon that is not always 

known in advance (Myers, 2013). This approach also allowed for comparability between the 

different cases hence increased the validity of the study which is one of the advantages of 

multiple case studies (Farquhar, 2012). This is supported by Yin (2014) who states that the 

researcher is able to analyse the data within each situation but also across different situations.  

 

The purpose of this study was to examine the six-hour workday as an employer branding 

attribute for companies. In this case, the six-hour workday is a quite new phenomenon and 

there is limited research and currently there are few companies that have implemented this way 

of working in Sweden. Yin (2014) argues that case study research is a relevant method for 

studying a contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context and is appropriate for situations 

where the research questions addressing “how” and “what”questions. Furthemore, Yin (2014) 

suggests that case studies are suitable for investigating a contemporary phenomenon where the 

boundaries between the phenomenon and context may not be distinctly evident.  Moreover, 

Farquhar (2012) stresses the importance of contributing to previous research, hence theory, and 

proposes that case studies are particularly suitable for exploratory research, which applies to 

this study. Therefore, this study aimed to further investigate the six-hour workday in practice 

using a multiple case study. 

4.2.2 EXTENT OF RESE ARCHER INTERFERENCE  

The extent of research interference refers to the extent of which the research interferes with the 

normal flow of work and is usually conducted in the natural environment of the organization. 

The extent of research interference depends on whether the study undertaken is causal or 

correlational. In this study, the authors have experienced minimum interference where the 

ambition has been to conduct the relevant data and thereby analyze it, as opposed to establish 

a cause- and effect relationship as in causal studies (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016).  

4.2.3 EXPLORATORY RESEARCH  

Case study research can take three different forms where they can be either of exploratory, 

descriptive or explanatory nature. For this thesis an exploratory case study was carried out 

since it sets to explore a phenomenon in the data that serves as a point of interest to the 

researcher (Zainal, 2007). According to Saunders et al. (2009), case studies are of particular 
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interest if the researcher wishes to gain a rich understanding of the phenomenon and usually 

takes an explorative nature, which applies to this study. The exploratory research can either 

lead to a new topic or be studied from a new perspective. This type of case study commences 

with conducting prior fieldwork and useful data before the research questions are proposed 

(Darian-Smith & McCarty, 2017). This was the case for this study where the authors wanted 

to get a deeper understanding of the phenomenon and to see why and how companies utilize 

the six-hour workday. Moreover, the initial work helped the authors to prepare a general 

framework for the field of employer branding and the six-hour workday.  

4.2.4 CROSS-SECTIONAL DESIGN  

Cross-sectional study is a frequently used design within social sciences and refers to the study 

of a phenomenon at a particular time (Kumar, 2011). Cross-sectional studies are often of a 

qualitative approach where case studies are usually based on conducting interviews over a short 

period of time according to Saunders et al. (2009). The authors consider the cross-sectional as 

suitable since it captures a specific phenomenon in time and the findings can be used for 

analyzing the concept of six-hour workday to generate new insights and identifying further 

research. 

4.2.5 UNIT OF ANALYSIS  

The topic was studied from an organizational perspective, which is suitable to explore the 

subject since it corresponds to the theme concerning employer branding and its related issues 

discussed in the problem statement. Consequently, decisions over implementation of new 

strategies are commonly executed by top management (Tseng, 2012). Thus, the organizational 

perspective is relevant for this study and therefore the authors have chosen to interview top 

managers.  

 

4.3 INDUCTIVE RESEARCH APPROACH  

This study followed an inductive research approach which has been guided by the specific 

objectives of the study. According to Thomas (2006), the purpose of an inductive approach is 

to:  

” a) condense raw textual data into a brief, summary format; b) to establish clear 

links between the evaluation or research objectives and the summary findings 
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derived from the raw data; and c) to develop a framework of the underlying 

structure of experiences or processes that are evident in the raw data” (p. 237). 

 

The research process began with a chosen area of study that allowed the theory to emerge from 

the data which is a typical procedure for an inductive approach. According to Saunders et al., 

(2009) an inductive approach usually begins with specific observations and by detecting certain 

patterns or regularities. In this study, the authors have detected an increasing popularity and 

interest from the media regarding the six-hour workday. Furthermore, Saunders et al., 

(2009)  explains that based on observations or raw data researchers are able to develop an 

explanation or a model of a phenomenon which eventually results in general conclusions or 

theories. The scholars claim that this systematic procedure allows researchers to establish links 

between the research objectives and the findings to secure that these links were both defensible 

and transparent which is one of the criterias in research ethics. Therefore, the inductive 

approach was chosen since it suited the research objective in terms of exploring new insights 

of the six-hour workday and employer branding and in producing valuable thus reliable 

findings.  

 

4.4 SAMPLING PROCESS  

4.4.1 SELECTION OF TOPIC  

The authors had not come across the subject of employer branding or the six-hours workday 

during their education but were interested in such issues. The field of employer branding is 

relatively new within academic research but the interest has grown considerably. This opinion 

is also shared by many scholars within employer branding who highlight the importance of 

attracting and retaining talented employees considering the current challenges in the labor 

market (Allen, 2001; Tseng, 2012; Spross, 2017). Similarly, the concept of the six-hour 

workday is a relatively new phenomenon that offers a different approach to working. The 

authors noted that certain organizations have used the six-hour workday as a way of attracting 

talented employees and becoming an attractive employer. Likewise, the authors have observed 

that the concept of the six-hour workday has not been studied as an employer branding attribute 

thus sparking the interest in examining this issue further.   
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The authors have studied newspaper articles, scientific journals, books, dissertations and 

reports. This has helped with establishing a good theoretical foundation regarding the subject 

of the six-hour workday and employer branding. Each topic has been examined in different 

contexts through various influencing factors. For instance, the idea of the six-hour workday 

has frequently been studied through a political and medical perspective. Seeing as previous 

research has not sufficiently explored the six-hour workday as an employer branding strategy 

it is the author's intention to further examine this aspect.     

4.4.2 SAMPLE SELECTION  

The participating organizations in this study have been identified and selected from a list 

published in an article in the newspaper SvD. The organizations included on the list have all 

adopted the concept of the six-hour workday. Described on the list are different employers 

located in various parts of Sweden who work in industries including consultancy, advertising 

and software development. The organizations included in the article are listed below: 

 

Company name Industry Trial period Current situation 

Brath Consultancy Since the start Six- hour workday 

Background Marketing & PR Aug 2015-Aug 2016 Six- hours + flex 

Filimundus Media & Marketing Dec 2014-Ongoing Six- hour workday 

Oss Reklambyrå Media agency March 2016-March 

2017 

”Confidence flex” 

Qall Telecom Telecommunication Feb 2016-April 2016 ”Go-home goals” 

Sjöjungfrun Elderly care X X 

Svartedalens 

äldrecentrum 

Elderly care X X 

Toyota in Mölndal Manufacturing X X 

Table 1: Trial period. The text written in bold represents the selection of companies used in 

this study. Source: SvD - “Bolagen som har sex timmars arbetsdag”, published: 2016-03-20. 

The list also includes additional information about the trial period and its duration as well as 

the current situation of the six-hour workday in the case companies as a result of the empirical 

findings.  
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The organizations are heterogeneous, in that, they work in different business areas and sectors. 

Aside from the implementation of the six-hour workday, the authors have also noted 

similarities between the organizations. For instance, the organizations are somewhat small in 

size, with the exception of Toyota, and that qualified employees are a requirement due to their 

business operations. Thus, they work in industries where it is vital to attract and retain talent 

which also coincides with what has been argued theoretically in previous research. Moreover, 

the article in SvD is not the only list in which organizations with the six-hour workday are 

compiled. Another list is featured on the website work6hr.com, a blog that writes extensively 

and promotes the concept of the six-hour workday and work-life balance. Certain organizations 

from the article in SvD are also found on the blog, however, the list has divided the 

organizations based on how far they have come in their efforts to adopt the six-hour workday. 

Also, this particular list has included more organizations, especially from the public sector, 

than the article from SvD. In spite of the blog presenting a more comprehensive list the authors 

have determined that the list in SvD is more suitable for this study. The reason for this is that 

the article in SvD has added interviews with the founders or managers explaining how they 

aspire to become attractive employers and attract talent as well as providing work-life balance 

by implementing the six-hour workday. Furthermore, the authors consider the list to be more 

trustworthy as opposed to a blog. Usually blogs are biased and express personal opinions, 

which makes it difficult to ensure reliability and whether the blog is based on an accurate 

investigation of previous and current trials of six-hour workday. SvD is one of the major 

newspapers in Sweden that follows ethical principles including objectivity, source criticism 

and publishing information confirmed by multiple sources1. Therefore, the authors considered 

this list more credible.  

 

The article from SvD provided the authors with a predetermined list of employers and 

managers as respondents. Consequently, the authors have not actively searched for 

organizations to participate in the study who have fulfilled certain criteria. The selection of 

participants was done by using a convenience sample as well as a purposive sampling method, 

where the latter will be further explained in the next section. Furthermore, a convenience 

sample implies that a researcher uses the participants that are available, according Bryman and 

                                                                 

1 For more information about SvD:s ethical principles: 

https://www.svd.se/svds-journalistiska-vardegrund 

https://www.svd.se/svds-journalistiska-vardegrund
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Bell (2005). The sample was determined by those organizations who had the opportunity to 

take part in this study. Thus, the organizations included in the study are Filimundus, Brath, 

Background, Qall Telecom and Reklambyrån Oss. Both Swedish and foreign media have 

directed their attention at these organizations since they implemented the concept of the six-

hour workday. The media coverage has been positive where they have been portrayed as 

success stories with many favorable outcomes resulting from the six-hour workday. The 

selected organizations have experience in implementing and working in accordance with the 

six-hour workday which makes them more suitable for this study. Furthermore, an interview 

was conducted with the CEO of the consultancy firm Eqvilibro that focuses on offering advice 

on how to implement the concept of the six-hour workday. 

4.4.3 PURPOSIVE SAMPLING  

In purposive sampling, also called criterion-based sampling, the sample units are selected based 

on known characteristics that are prescribed. These might involve factors such as behaviour, 

roles, experience etc. relevant to the research topic. This study applied a purposive sampling 

method, which is widely used in qualitative research for the; “identification and selection of 

information-rich cases related to the phenomenon of interest” (Patton, 2015, p.53). The sample 

units are therefore chosen purposively because they have particular characteristics or features 

in order to represent and symbolise prescribed groups (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). This sampling 

strategy involves identifying different approaches and selecting people that are especially 

knowledgeable or experienced about a phenomenon of the researchers’ interest. In this case, 

the sample selection consisted of top managers that carried experience of the six-hour workday. 

As Tseng (2012) proposes, the six-hour workday is typically a managerial decision, therefore 

it was evident for the authors to purposely select managers that have somehow been involved 

or carried practical experience of the phenomenon of interest. Other individuals or companies 

who did not meet the criteria were naturally rejected by the authors. 

 

4.5 DATA COLLECTION  

4.5.1 DATA TRIANGULATION  

Triangulation is a combination of different techniques for gathering data to secure that data is 

accurate. Data triangulation is a common technique in case studies for corroborating the data 
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findings (Saunders et al., 2009). To receive additional knowledge the authors have collected 

information from documents, reports and newspaper articles about each case study. This has 

been retrieved from their websites and company blogs. The secondary data collected for this 

study serves the purpose to corroborate the findings as well as to add to the authors’ knowledge 

about the topic. 

4.5.2 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS  

This study has implemented a qualitative research method where primary data was collected 

from six semi-structured telephone interviews. The authors made several attempts requesting 

a personal interview, however none of the respondents had the opportunity. Although a 

personal interview is more beneficial, telephone interviews are flexible and time-saving means 

of conducting interviews. The telephone interviews were conducted by both authors that 

together engaged in the conversation with the participant. In addition to this, Qall Telecom 

agreed to  partake in a short telephone interview. In order to receive additional information, the 

authors were advised to visit the company blog and website to gather more details about the 

six-hour workday. Subsequently, the questions that the authors were not able to find were sent 

and answered by email to the CEO of Qall Telecom. The authors have established a knowledge 

base from the preparatory work regarding the topic which was helpful during the interviews. 

Furthermore, the authors created a template that was used during the six interviews which was 

structured around the theme. The template would create a clear framework for the interviews 

that were semi-structured and followed an interview guide for support but still allowed for 

flexibility of the respondent. This allowed the respondents to formulate their own answers 

which in turn yielded in-depth results. This is supported by Johannessen and Tufte (2003) who 

state that semi-structured interviews helps the researcher to obtain in-depth data. The authors 

recorded the telephone interviews so that the risk of missing valuable information and 

misinterpretations would be avoided. The authors carried out the telephone interview on the 

premises located at Södertörn university and the interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes 

each. Both authors were present during the interviews and were equally active during the 

discussions.  

 

Johannessen and Tufte (2003) claim that a qualitative research approach is characterised by 

interviews and a participating observation where the researcher and the interviewees engage in 

a conversation. Additionally, a qualitative approach offers flexibility as the participants have 
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more freedom and opportunity to direct the conversation  and information (ibid.) The authors 

consider that semi-structured interviews with top managers are suitable for this thesis since this 

approach enables the interviewees to formulate their own explanations and provide knowledge 

based on their own experiences. Another major reason for choosing top-managers to interview 

was because the information would not be available elsewhere since it is internal knowledge. 

This could only be obtained through personal interviews with the CEOs. Furthermore, the semi-

structured interviews permit the authors to ask in-depth questions and follow-up questions 

yielded from the problem statement. This thesis aims to closely examine the issues raised in 

the problem statement which makes the qualitative approach more relevant to the study as 

opposed to a quantitative research approach. Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) claim that 

qualitative interviews provides an account of the participants everyday situation that is then 

interpreted. Likewise, Johannessen and Tufte (2003) add that qualitative interviews allows for 

more extensive answers from the participants that later facilitates interpretation. This approach 

allowed the authors to interpret the six-hour workday and employer branding in its everyday 

context.  
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Company Respondent Position Date Duration Type of 

interview 

1. Brath Maria Bråth CEO 18-03-22 00:38:35 Telephone 

interview 

2. Filimundus Linus Feldt Founder & 

CEO 

18-04-02 00:35:16 Telephone 

interview 

3. Background Gabriel 

Alenius 

CEO 18-03-22 00:45:35 Telephone 

interview 

4. Oss 

Reklambyrå 

Thomas 

Bäckman 

CEO 18-03-29 00:25:10 Telephone 

interview 

5.Qall 

Telecom 

Jonas 

Lindgren 

Founder & 

CEO 

18-05-07 00:25:02 Telephone 

interview + mail 

6. Eqvilibro Andres Monar CEO 18-02-26 00:27:27 Telephone 

interview 

Table 2: An overview of the interviews.  

 

To get more in-depth results an additional interview was conducted with the CEO, Andres 

Monar, from the consultancy firm Eqvilibro. The purpose for this interview was to get 

additional insight into how and why organizations choose to adopt the concept of the six-hour 

workday. Likewise, the interview helped the authors to increase the understanding of the 

advantages and disadvantages of the six-hour workday as well as the future prospects. The 

authors consider this interview to be relevant to this study since Eqvilibro focuses on advising 

organizations on how to implement the six-hour workday. The respondent would therefore be 

able to provide the study with further insights concerning the phenomenon of the six-hour 

workday in connection to employer branding.     
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4.5.3 DESIGNING THE INTERVIEW GUIDE  

Before conducting the interviews the authors prepared an interview guide based on the 

theoretical framework. The interview guide was divided into three main themes with relevant 

questions formulated for each theoretical concept. The questions were based on knowledge 

from prior research and the aim of the thesis. This interview guide, aimed for the case 

companies, is presented in Appendix 1. In addition, another interview guide was designed for 

the interview with the the respondent Andres Monar at the consultancy firm Eqvilibro (see 

Appendix 2).   

 

4.5.4 PREPARING AND CONDUCTING THE INTERVIEWS  

The authors sent an email to each organization on the SvD list requesting a personal interview. 

The email contained a brief presentation of the authors as well as a short description of the 

theme, topic, problem statement and the aim of the study. The organizations that replied to the 

email stated that they suffered from time constraints and chose not to partake in a personal 

interview. However, they were prepared to answer the interview questions by telephone.  

 

The interviews started with a brief presentation of the aim and the research objectives. The 

interviews were all initiated with general questions of their position and background followed 

by how long they had been working at the company. Thereafter, the interviews proceeded with 

questions related to the theoretical concepts discussed in the theoretical framework. Since the 

interviews were recorded, it allowed the authors to relisten to the interviews and use direct 

quotes from the interviews. The authors were also able to develop an accurate and unbiased 

record of the interview. An important aspect of conducting interviews is that the respondent 

feels comfortable during the interview and the authors aimed at building trust between the 

respondent and the interviewers (Saunders et al., 2009). This was assured by being honest and 

transparent about the research aim and the rationale behind the interviews (Yin, 2014).  During 

the interview the authors explained how the data was going to be handled and the respondents 

were also informed that the interviews would be recorded. Also, it was informed that the 

transcribed interviews would be sent to them for a check-up. Furthermore, the respondents 

were also offered anonymity, however, no one wanted to be anonymous. 
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4.6 RELIABILITY  

The concept of reliability explains the trustworthiness of data in a scientific study. The 

reliability can be tested by repeating the same study several times or either reviewed by various 

researchers independent of each other. This process ensures that a study is able to maintain 

high reliability. Moreover, a high reliability requires that the study is characterized by 

objectivity as a particular study is reproduced repeatedly in order for the result to correspond 

each time. Reliability is affected by how data is collected, processed and utilized in a study 

(Johannessen & Tufte, 2003). 

 

The authors have applied a source triangulation method to collect data which eventually formed 

the basis for the analysis. Data was processed in a neutral and objective manner to assure 

reliability. The interviews have been with representatives from the companies with relevant 

experience in the subject. However, one disadvantage concerning the participants is that they, 

to some extent, lack neutrality since they report of the circumstances from a business context. 

Furthermore, it may transpire that certain information could be undisclosed and not intended 

for public knowledge. Thus, the participants have disclosed this information in general terms. 

 

4.7 VALIDITY  

Validity involves the accuracy of data and whether this data is able to portray the investigated 

phenomenon in a credible way. This is highly significant within scientific research since data 

is used to describe reality. There are three types of validity including construct validity, external 

validity and internal validity. Construct validity refers to the relation between the general 

phenomenon and the actual data. External validity aims to clarify whether the sample is 

representative of the entire population while internal validity examines the relation between 

different factors, if the factors show a relationship then this may indicate a causation 

(Johannessen & Tufte, 2003). 

 

The construct validity in this study has been valid as the participants possess relevant 

knowledge on the topic. The interview questions have been identical for each participant with 

the exception of the interview with Andres Monar at Eqvilibro. To ensure external validity the 

authors have selected companies based on the predetermined criteria (six-hour workday). It is 
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vital to gain a representative sample to exemplify the sampling frame. However, in this regard 

one negative aspect is that the study is only comprised of five organizations which may be 

insufficient in representing the entire sampling frame. 

 

4.8 SOURCE CRITICISM  

Since the concept of six-hour work day is quite a new phenomena, there are currently few 

companies in the private sector that have adopted this approach. However, much has been 

written in the media such as news articles, which has led to the combination of both primary 

and secondary data. The authors have also noticed that the knowledge and experience varies 

among the case companies regarding the six-hour workday. Therefore, the combination of 

primary and secondary data was essential in order to ensure reliability of the study. Primary 

data has been obtained from the participants through telephone interviews. The authors view 

the collected primary data as reliable since the participants possess relevant and essential 

knowledge with regards to the topic in this study, however not adequate. Yet, criticism can be 

directed towards the fact that the authors were unable to personally meet all the participants in 

order to observe and interpret their behaviour during the interview. Had there been a chance of 

a physical meeting the authors would have been able to note visible signs and non-verbal 

information. However, a telephone interview is a convenient method and saves travel time for 

both the authors and participants. Because of delicate information, not meant to be available 

for individuals outside the organization, the participants are not able to provide detailed 

information. The authors have been mindful and understanding of this situation. Furthermore, 

criticism can also be directed towards the answers given by the participants as they may consist 

of subjective opinions.  

 

The secondary data used in the study has been retrieved from various sources. For instance, the 

scholars of many scientific articles are well-known within the particular research field and have 

been cited repeatedly in previous research. Likewise, the scientific articles and books have been 

peer-reviewed by other scholars, which according to Thurén (2013) contributes to a strong 

reliability. To ensure the reliability, the articles have been chosen systematically with regards 

to number of citations and the year of publication. However, newspaper articles can portray 
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news from different perspectives, which the authors are aware of,  thus the articles were 

critically and thoroughly reviewed in order to resolve this issue. 

 

4.9 ETHICAL CONSIDERATION  

According to Yin (2014), ethical considerations are an important issue in research especially 

for research carrying human subjects that involves personal data. The researchers are the ones 

responsible for carrying out a research in a professional and rigorous manner (Farquhar, 2012) 

Therefore, the authors have considered the following criterions suggested by the National 

Research Council in Yin (2014). The authors have in forehand informed the participants of the 

nature of the case study and formally solicit their volunteerism in participating in the study. 

They have also been careful with evaluating and selecting the right candidates for the study so 

that right group of people are included for the research purpose. Furthemore, the authors are 

aware of protecting the privacy and confidentiality of the participants so that no one was or 

will potentially get harmed. This was prevented by sending the final transcript to the 

participants for approval. By securing that the respondents and case companies were not 

involved in multiple interests, financial or otherwise, the authors handled any potential conflict 

of interest, one of which could possibly corrupt the study. 

 

4.10 LIMITATIONS & DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS  

4.10. 1 METHODOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS  

Aspects such as sample and research approach can be criticized. For instance, the sample could 

be expanded to include additional organizations instead of the current five organizations. The 

authors contacted all the companies listed in the newspaper article from SvD who have adopted 

the concept of the six-hour workday. However, many companies declined to participate in the 

study due to time constraints. This is something that the authors are aware of which led to the 

authors choosing a convenience sample.  

 

The research approach is another factor that may be remarked upon. This study applied a 

qualitative approach primarily in the form of interviews. One aspect within this approach is 

that the respondents may deviate from the topic. The authors have used different themes to 
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structure the interviews in order to solve this issue. A qualitative method focuses on the study 

of a particular phenomenon as opposed to a quantitative method where there is a larger 

population. Therefore, the results generated from a qualitative method are not generalized. 

Another aspect is that some questions may be considered to be of a sensitive nature. For this 

reason the organizations may not wish to provide detailed information but instead refer to more 

general information.  

 

The selected research method may also be criticized and the authors are aware that one 

approach does not exclude another. For instance, a quantitative method could be used as an 

additional option. The authors lacked the advantage of obtaining additional organizations since 

many were unable to participate in the study due to time restrictions. Consequently, the sample 

could not be extended further. 

 

Alternative methods for conducting a case study would be a single case study. As stated earlier, 

the benefits with multiple case studies are that it enables the authors to analyze the data 

thoroughly within each situation and across different situations which was the purpose. The 

authors wanted to compare the case companies, therefore this selected method suited the study 

better since it allowed the authors to identify similarities and differences between the cases. 

Single case studies are better suited when examining only a group of people or a particular 

person (Gustafsson, 2017). 

Alternative data collection methods are conducting a survey, observations or focus groups. 

Surveys are usually performed in quantitative studies, to systematically measure quantitative 

descriptors of attributes of a larger population. Observations are efficient means of collecting 

data, however, a personal meeting was not possible for this study. A systematic observation is 

a good method to register directly what is done, rather than what is said. Focus groups would 

be a suitable approach if the purpose was to examine the attitudes or feelings within a certain 

theme (Denscombe, 2009). For instance, if the purpose was to study the interpretation of the 

six-hour workday from an employee perspective.  
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4.10.2 THEORETICAL LIMITATIONS  

The authors consider it possible to criticize the theory of employer branding and the six-hour 

workday. Although these research topics have received scholarly attention during the last 

decade, they are still in their early stages (Tseng, 2012; Backhaus, 2016). Had these research 

topics been further explored, the results of this study may have been different.  
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5. EMPIRICAL FRAMEWORK 

The empirical chapter of this study begins by briefly describing the participating organizations. 

Thereafter, the collected data from the empirical findings will be presented by the use of 

relevant themes.  

 

5.1 CASE DESCRIPTION  

As mentioned in the methodological chapter, the selected companies were chosen as a result 

of the published list in SvD of companies that have implemented six-hours workday. The 

following companies included in the study are Brath, Filimundus, Oss Reklambyrå, 

Background and Qall Telecom. The study also includes an interview with the CEO from the 

consultancy firm Eqvilibro, who offers practical advice and support in the implementation 

process of the six-hour workday in practice. Below follows a brief description of the case 

companies as well as the respondents.  

5.1.1 BRATH  

Brath AB was founded in 2012 by Magnus Bråth. Currently, they have over 25 employees in 

three cities around Sweden. Their area of expertise is in search engine optimization (SEO), 

which aims to drive search engine visitors by taking positions in the usual search results (not 

the ads). In Sweden, it is usually about Google. The company has a strong team within SEO 

where they have been awarded as being the best in their industry according to a study among 

Swedish SEO-consultants (Brath, 2018). The first office was opened in Örnsköldsvik but the 

company also expanded to Stockholm, and in 2017 the company’s revenues were 18 066 

thousand SEK (Alla bolag, 2018). The respondent Maria Bråth has a Bachelor’s Degree in 

Math from Hull University, England. 

5.1.2 FILIMUNDUS 

Filimundus is a limited company established by the CEO Linus Feldt in 2010. The company is 

a gaming studio based in Stockholm who focuses on developing digital gaming applications 

for children. The nine employees working at Filimundus consist of a mixed group of 

programmers, artists and producers that are all dedicated to produce games for children 

(Filimundus, 2018). In 2016, the revenues were 4410 thousand SEK (Alla bolag, 2018). 

Moreover, Linus Feldt is a self-taught game developer.   
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5.1.3 BACKGROUND 

Background was founded by Gabriel Antonio Alenius in 2011 who is also the CEO. The 

company has seven employees and is an advertising agency that conducts graphic production 

and education. In 2017 revenues were 5749 thousand SEK (Alla bolag, 2018). Gabriel has 

studied graphical technology at the university in Dalarna as well as project management at 

Berghs School of Communications. Presently, his role at Background involves working as a 

project leader with additional duties including business development and marketing since he is 

also the founder.  

5.1.4 OSS REKLAMBYRÅ 

Oss Reklambyrå was founded by Julia Bendelin in 1996. The company’s head office is located 

in Visby, Gotland Sweden. Currently, there are five employees and the latest revenues from 

2016 were 3373 thousand SEK. The company is an advertising agency with activities including 

advertising, PR, media ads and events as well as photography and film (Alla bolag, 2018). The 

present CEO is Thomas Bäckman whose educational background lies in Lean management and 

Law.  

5.1.5 QALL TELECOM 

Qall Telecom was established in 2007 by the entrepreneurs Jonas Lindgren and Peter Billung. 

Jonas Lindgren holds a Master of Science (M.Sc) in business administration. The company 

operates within telecommunications and is a limited company with a head office located in 

Stockholm (Qall Telecom, 2018). The revenues from 2017 were 113 506 thousand SEK (Alla 

bolag, 2018). The telephony services that the company offers range from fixed telephony for 

small business owners, broadband telephony, mobile telephony and mobile broadband to 

mobile switches for the fairly large companies (Qall Telecom, 2018).  

 

Qall Telecom develops, sells, rents, installs and distributes as well as produces equipment and 

services for national and international telecommunications. They operate directly or through 

wholly or partly owned cable television including SMATV systems and interactive services, 

they own and manage property as well as securities and other related activities. The sale of 

various electronic products include television and computer products with accessories. The 

primary focus of Qall Telecom is on smaller businesses because large companies receive 
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specific agreements with major mobile operators. Moreover, the company's offer is comprised 

of mobile subscriptions, mobile phones, broadband or either a complete company exchange. 

Currently, they have 30,000 customers across Sweden with ambitions to expand (Qall Telecom, 

2018). 

5.1.6 EQVILIBRO 

Eqvilibro was founded by Andres Monar and focuses on providing advice on how to implement 

shorter work days including the concept of the six-hour workday. It is a belief at Eqvilibro that 

the six-hour workday offers balance between work and personal-life and this idea is the main 

objective of their consultative strategy. Monar’s main responsibilities involves supporting 

companies with adopting the six-hour workday and offers consulting and customized action 

plans for companies (Eqvilibro, 2018). Andres Monar has studied business and administration 

at the University of Gothenburg. 

 

5.2 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

In this section the results from the semi-structured interviews and the secondary data are 

presented by using different themes identified by the authors from the previous research. The 

themes are the following: the six-hour workday within the organization, attraction and 

retention through the six-hour workday, and advantages and disadvantages of the six-hour 

workday. The data presented under each theme will provide the foundation for the analysis in 

the subsequent chapter. In the next chapter, the authors will use the different concepts from the 

theoretical framework for the purpose of analyzing the data from the empirical findings. 

 

5.2.1 THEME 1: THE S IX-HOUR WORKDAY WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION  

The first theme focuses on the six-hour workday within the organization. This section begins 

with explaining the rationale behind the six-hour workday and provides an overview of how 

the concept operates internally and externally, particularly with regards to the EVP.  

Brath 

According to Bråth, the six-hour concept reflects that they care about their employees and their 

well-being, which was one of the major reasons behind the initiative. It was implemented in 

the early stages of their establishment. The initiative was not based on any political opinion or 
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a matter of gender equality, instead the organization cares about their staff in the same way that 

they care about their company. Bråth explains: 

- “We believe that if the staff are doing well, the company feels good. If our staff 

feels good, then they will perform better and in that way the company feels better. 

We constantly work to be more effective, but that is something that all businesses 

should do regardless of their working hours”. 

In Brath’s case reducing the working hours instead of implementing other strategies such as 

working from home or flexible work hours was because they wanted their staff at work at 

certain times. They believe that shorter working hours entails more time to unwind, find work-

life balance and do things that makes you happy. This is then reflected on performance at work, 

according to Bråth.  

- “We want everybody to be on place at the same time because we learn from 

each other, therefore flexible hours do not work. Our founder had worked less 

hours during a period of time and noticed how great he felt because of it and 

wanted the same for the newly hired staff”. 

Bråth thinks that it could work in any profession and industry and declares that there just 

different ways to adjust to it. 

- “For us, yes, it works. But I think in different kinds of businesses it’s going to 

be more difficult. If you have to be there 24/7, you're going to need more staff. 

And then of course it's going to cost you more. However, it works for us, so I 

can't see why it shouldn't work for other people” (Fast company, 2017).  

 

When it comes to unique employment offerings, the working hours, is probably the greatest 

advantage according to Bråth. She explains that their staff have more time to do other things 

after work and more spare time for themselves. She continues and states that: 

- “I believe we live in a time where money does not matter that much anymore. 

We want something else, we want to have time to relax and have a good time 

with our family and friends. Therefore, companies that do not understand this 

and offer other things, will most likely not succeed in terms of attracting new 

employees and having satisfied workers”. 
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Background 

The rationale behind Background’s decision of implementing six-hour workday was motivated 

by economic reasons. They wanted to grow and double their turnover over a three-year period, 

and in order to succeed they needed to work smarter. The six-hour workday was implemented 

as a trial during August 2015 to August 2016. The expectation was that this new way of 

working would reduce vulnerability by involving more employees in each project. Alenius 

explains that finding more efficient ways in working was a major reason for applying the six-

hour workday. In this regard it served as an efficient mean to maintain focus and being more 

concentrated during working hours. This allowed the staff to become more efficient and to be 

able to identify factors in the working process that either obstructed work or were not 

functioning properly. 

-” We thought that, if we could create the best workplace, we would also be more 

likely to attract the best workers”, Alenius says. 

 

Background wanted to find smarter and more effective ways of working while also finding a 

balance between work and leisure. They started searching for information and noticed that there 

were more opinions rather than detailed information and knowledge about the concept itself. 

Those who had experimented with the concept had often been employed in the public sector or 

had  their own private companies but it was uncommon in the field of consultancy. Therefore, 

reducing the workday to a six-hour workday became an idea worth exploring. 

 

Moreover, another important factor for implementing the six-hour workday also highly 

corresponds with how the concept reflects the identity and values of the organization. 

According to Alenius, this type of entrepreneurial mindset is present within the organization 

and a significant part of the organizational identity, which is also reflected in the six-hour 

workday. Alenius explains the following: 

- “I think it reflects us as a company pretty well. For me, the six –hour workday 

has a lot to do with entrepreneurship and that you dare to question norms, that 

you try new things. I think that it exists in those companies that have the six-hour 

workday, you try new things and think outside the box. It ascertains that we 
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invest a lot in our employees, that it is important to get competence. We are 

located here in Falun and we are now nine employees, we were six employees 

back then but we now work together with larger organizations and large 

brands.  They are used to work with much larger agencies, that is why we also 

need to attract competence in graphic production, very high competence so we 

need something unique to attract with. This was also a reason why we started 

with the six-hour workday in order to stand out. To show that this is a place you 

want to work for”. 

 

Another identified purpose was therefore to be able to compete for the best skills. Alenius is 

very positive towards the six-hour workday and believes it could work in most industries. It is 

important to look specifically at each company and to their conditions in order to implement 

the concept the best way. One of the most important element is to solve the equation with the 

lost time. He therefore encourages organizations to implement it during a trial period in order 

to see what works and then evaluate.  

However, he highlights that it can be somewhat difficult in some industries. 

- “We may be one of the industries where it is difficult since we sell our time, we 

are consultants so we charge for our hours. There are other companies that may 

develop something and then sell finished products. An app company for example 

puts a lot of time in developing something and can work nights, they do not need 

to be available for their customers. Then when they have developed the program 

or application it is sold and marketed and there you do not need to sell your 

hours. So, there you have another opportunity to control time in another way”. 

 

He explains that it is necessary for Background to be available for their customers during 

daytime and to work on projects in teams, thus they need to be available for each other as well. 

Since their services are charged by hours and they “sell” their time, he acknowledges that it 

could be complicated.  

 

In Background’s case, since they are a rather small and newly founded company, they noticed 

that perhaps they lacked the correct work routines. It was therefore necessary to see what could 
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become more efficient and what is unnecessary and complicated. They were considering 

different alternative strategies including reducing working time to seven hours but thought this 

as insufficient. Instead, working hours had to be properly addressed for the purpose of finding 

those “bottlenecks” and  to be at work for six hours but the equivalence of eight hours. The 

six-hour workday served as a reason to do this properly as well as doing something different 

to attract competence. This was the major reason why they chose to adopt the six-hour workday 

as opposed to other strategies. However, today the six-hour workday has been further 

developed. At present, six hours are fixed working hours but there is a possibility for flex-time. 

Employees are required to be present at work between nine and three in order to be available 

for the team and clients. But, employees can arrive at ten on another workday and work until 

six or save the overtime and leave early on a Friday, if the project allows it. Thus, they have 

returned to more traditional working hours. When it comes to the unique offerings, the 

company still has the same offerings as other companies and Alenius explains that: 

- “The six-hour workday was a great privilege in itself to only work for six hours 

and keep the same salary. What we did instead is that we removed benefits, we 

removed one additional week of vacation, coffee breaks, we did not need as much 

time for coffee breaks when we only worked for six hours. But, we kept many of 

the benefits, we still had wellness grants and occupational pension and all those 

benefits”. 

 

Filimundus 

The rationale behind adopting the concept of six-hour workday was very clear for Filimundus. 

The CEO, Linus Feldt, has a personal interest in issues concerning work-life balance and 

creating a favorable working environment. According to Feldt, people devote the majority of 

their time working and consequently spending significantly less time with family. In turn this 

served as the motivation to transform this typical pattern. Interestingly, well-known and 

prominent entrepreneurs such as Tim Ferriss and Richard Branson, who both promote the idea 

of working less hours, and various books regarding work-life balance were a source of 

inspiration for the six-hour workday. Accordingly, well-being and work-life balance for 

employees are the predominate intentions behind the implementation of the six-hour workday. 

Feldt explains that: 
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-” I believe that we value time more than money today.  I am absolutely sure that 

more and more people would choose more free time before a high salary. Going 

from an eight-hour day to six has helped us spread the message that we invest in 

our staff. That we believe that a happy staff is the absolute top priority for a 

successful company.  If your staff is happy, your company is happy” (Raw 

Agency News, 2015). 

The implementation was done quite smoothly and according to Feldt there were not many 

changes done other than being more focused during work hours and respecting the hours. He 

reveals that:  

- “The deal to the employees was that when implementing six-hour workday, 

their salary wouldn’t change, nor their perks as pension, insurance etc. Instead, 

what was asked from them was to respect the hours, i.e. just stay six hours, stay 

off social media and the little things we tend to do when we are bored or fatigued 

and instead focus for six hours, divided into three hours before lunch and three 

hours after”. 

Feldt states that they have chosen this strategy over other strategies mainly because it is a 

simple principle. Likewise, it is a free principle. Feldt believes that it does not require major 

changes other than being more effective and staying more focused during working hours.  

 

- “I have always had a big interest in creating a good workplace and finding 

the right balance between life and work and other strategies would not yield 

the same effect. You can increase the employees’ salary or give them preventive 

healthcare but that won’t necessarily guarantee that they will go to the gym”, 

he explains.  

 

Feldt is also convinced that a six-hour day could work for any type of job and explains that: 

- “For example, instead of charging per hour, charge per service, and then work 

hard on making the work more ‘lean’ so that both the customer and the company 

can benefit. You cannot keep the same way of working if you change the hours, 

you just have to work smarter” (Fast company, 2017). 
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Furthermore, Feldt describes that the strategy reflects the organizational identity and their 

values by showing that they focus on their employees and that they value a healthy balance 

between life and work. He believes that this strategy is the most effective in terms of well-

being and in creating a healthy work environment. Also, it reflects that time is precious and 

one should not work too much as there is a risk of getting burnt out. This is in line with their 

unique employment offer, according to Feldt.  

Oss Reklambyrå 

The rationale behind six-hour workday for Oss Reklambyrå was that shorter working days 

results in less stress and sickness absence. This in turn is related to employees’ well-being 

which is the company’s unique employment offer. Also, productivity increases when the coffee 

breaks and the social networking can be exchanged for more free time outside of work. 

 

Bäckman argues that the six-hour work day does not fit every organization due to the fact that 

some jobs requires employees to be present at work for more hours. He says that the lost hours 

must be compensated in some way by another worker. Similarly, Bendelin, the former CEO at 

Oss Reklambyrå, supports the idea that the six-hour workday does not suit every industry. For 

instance, creative industries require a rested mind and inspiration, where the inspiration usually 

comes from outside the office (Veckans Affärer, 2016). In order to be more efficient and to 

perform better, Bendelin considers 40 hours to be too much. 

- “It is not entirely uncommon for creative people to find their inspiration and 

energy when they do other things. At Oss Reklambyrå, we all live in families with 

children, everyone is active in music, dance and culture. These interests make us 

better at our job. In addition, it gives us all the opportunity and time to engage 

in committees and associations” (Resumé, 2016). 

 

On the other hand, Bendelin believes that the six-hour workday could be a good solution for 

industries where there is a shortfall of employees, such as social workers in many 

municipalities (KTH Magazine, 2017).    
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Bäckman at Oss Reklambyrå argues that the concept of six-hour workday reflects the 

organization’s identity and value in a good way. He believes that it gives them a strong 

advantage over their competitors and explains the following; 

- “I believe it shows that we are a serious employer that both customers and 

employees are looking for. We believe in a good balance between private life 

and work, where the six-hour workday is just a proof that confirms this fact”, 

says Bäckman.  

When it comes to six-hour workday compared to other strategies, Bäckman believes that this 

strategy benefits both the staff and employers. He mentions that there are not many companies 

who have adopted this strategy at the moment. A reason might be that many companies are 

hesitant to try a new approach, since people become comfortable with how things have always 

been organized. According to Bäckman, it may also be related to unawareness or inexperience. 

He also mentions that the six-hour workday has received a lot of attention in the media and it 

has been more of a political debate. In his opinion, it should not be legislated and each company 

should have the freedom to choose their own path. The six-hour workday, however, lies in his 

philosophy to be a good employer and to offer something unique over their competitors. 

 

Qall Telecom 

For Qall Telecom, the initiative was first implemented as a test for various reasons. To begin 

with, the sales department at Telecom is working to search new customers by telephone and 

constitutes close to half of Qall's 40 employees, thus they are an important part of the company. 

Recruiting and retaining staff for this workgroup is not easy. When the HR-manager Susanne 

and a former sales manager noted that the sellers overall had few successful sales calls during 

the last hours of their working day, they realized that six- hour working day could be the 

solution to both issues. The problems were confirmed by the sellers while the idea was 

anchored to management and soon this workgroup tested six-hour working day for three 

months, from February to April 2016 (work6h.com). 

 

At the blog work6h, Susanne Ahtila Fahlberg, who works as a HR-manager at Qall Telecom 

explains the following; 
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- “In most companies there is a management who loves their business. The 

company is their baby sort of, which is positive in many ways, but it can make 

them blind to the fact that their employees do not necessarily feel the same deep 

motivation for their work as the management does. A company can be easily 

compared to a train, which should be able to get on an unbroken track at any 

speed. My task is to ensure that we also perceive the people on the train. I have 

wanted to focus on really seeing our employees, making sure they are 

comfortable, feeling good and feeling happy with what they do. One step in that 

was the attempted six-hour working day at Qall Telecom´s sales department, a 

trial that began in February 2016”. 

 

 

Qall Telecom consider that time is more valuable in today's society and want to offer their 

employees something other than monetary reward, which is their unique employment offer. 

The six-hour workday represents the organizational identity and values through their view on 

health. For instance, they have a healthy and modern working environment with pilates balls, 

rubber work mats and adjustable work tables (Qall Telecom, 2016).  

 

Lindgren believes that shorter working days is the future in many industries (Chef, 2016). In 

the case of Qall Telecom, they are considered to be pioneers as they are the first organization 

to attempt and experiment with utilizing the six-hour workday within a sales department. This 

particular profession operates in accordance with clearly defined goals for performance, which 

are often reported daily and directly linked to profit. This means that any organizational change 

may have to show resilience right from the outset, which many of the effects of the six-hour 

workday are thought to do (work6hr, 2016). 

At Qall Telecom, the six-hour workday was the most suitable for strategy compared to other 

strategies since it is necessary for the sellers to be at work at certain opening hours as they are 

engaged with daily phone contact. The HR-manager Susanne, explains that six-hour workday 

was a good arrangement for the employees since it is difficult to reach customers with the same 

level of commitment and performance during the seventh hour as the first hour. Additionally, 

working at a call center requires a healthy voice and  since a regular work week, however, 

consists of talking on the phone for nearly 40 hours, employees are at risk of damaging their 
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voice and developing hoarseness. Susanne explains that the voice is the only tool employees 

have to convey the company’s message. Thus, she thinks that the six-hour workday is a great 

initiative for overcoming voice problems and can help keep the throat moist and free from 

irritation (work6hr, 2016).  

 

Eqvilibro 

The above mentioned reasons to as why employers are choosing to adopt the six-hour workday 

is further supported by Monar who declares that: 

- “Many people today think it's more important to have free time, have time to 

do something else and do not want to spend their entire life on a job. I think, 

people appreciate other things than just the monetary reward, so more and more 

companies have realized the importance of offering employees something else.” 

Monar believes that industries including marketing and IT as well as creative professions are 

more likely to adopt the six-hour workday initially. Nevertheless, Monar agrees with the views 

of the respondents and believes that employers in many industries will ultimately recognize the 

benefits related to the six-hour workday. He says that it is about doing what is best for 

employees and increasing organizational efficiency.  

- “Well, there are different strategies and I think that different approaches work 

differently in different industries. There are, for instance, some industries such 

as telecommunications or call centers, for them it might be better with some kind 

of flex- system. On some occasions you get to work a bit more and other times a 

bit less”.  

Furthermore, he raises an interesting point: 

- “There is research indicating that you can work four days a week for eight 

hours per day. Thus, eight hours for four days a week instead of six hours five 

days a week, but then you lose the effect of a time shortening. You are still at 

work for eight hours and I think that you cannot keep your concentration for that 

long. Thus, you lose the efficiency part of  the concept, which does not 

correspond to the same purpose as the six-hour workday.” 
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According to Monar, the six-hour workday reflects the organizational identity and values in a 

health-promoting way. It signals that employers value leisure time, not only towards employees 

but also towards customers and competitors. He confirms this by concluding that it improves 

the overall quality of life for employees and is probably the most effective strategy for most 

companies in terms of well-being.  

- “In the long run, if you were to do a survey in different industries and on 

different employees, then I believe that the six-hour working day would be very 

significant when it comes to increasing the quality of life. This means that you 

do not feel stressed all the time, you have time to leave your children at 

kindergarten and when you get home from work you even spend time with your 

family instead of constantly working ”, Monar says. 

 

Other strategies such as flexible hours can be very stressful as he explains the following: 

- “Many systems with flex and free working hours are based upon on one's own 

responsibility, which can be thought of as being one more factor of stress for 

employees. Employees might feel that "okay I have got this responsibility, now I 

really have to work for it as well”. This could potentially lead to working even 

more even though the idea is in reality to be able to work less”. 

 

5.2.1.1 COMMUNICATING THE EVP INTERNALLY AND EXTERNALLY  

Brath 

At Brath,  employees receive information concerning the working hours when they are hired 

and it is required that job assignments are done during those specific hours. If the work is not 

completed during these hours employees need to work overtime. However, this is not a 

common occurrence since employees strive to respect the working hours and to work 

efficiently during six hours as explained by Bråth. Therefore, the internal communication and 

teamwork among the employees is of great importance according to the company. 
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Externally, their EVP is marketed on sites including Google, Facebook and LinkedIn. On such 

platforms Brath conveys what they stand for as a company in that they value and appreciate 

their employees. Bråth explains that their employees are also their external “face” as they 

speak well about the company to others. Along with that, Brath is also very active on other 

social media platforms and state that: 

- “Externally, we blog frequently and we are often being interviewed. This shows 

transparency. In each article we state our thoughts and why we believe that our 

working hours are good for our employees and the company”.  

 

Background 

Alenius states that it is important for organizations to have employee participation when 

implementing a change or trying new ways of organizing. He explains that if such matters are 

not communicated internally it will most likely lead to problems. 

 

- “Internally we were very clear in the beginning that this would be the case and 

to really get our employees to understand the reasons behind the initiative. We 

had a “kick-off” when we started with the six-hour workday where we explained 

the benefits and what the future would look like. I remember that everybody were 

very positive and excited, thus internally it was very clear that this was the way 

we work from now on”. 

 

Moreover, the concept was also communicated throughout the whole test-period through 

weekly updates on how the initiative was perceived among employees and whether they felt 

stressed or could still manage their job task during the work hours. Externally, however, 

Alenius mentions that they did not spend an equal amount of time and effort on communicating 

the concept externally. The reason was the large amount of PR from what was written about 

the company and from people who spread such articles. Interestingly, the media attention also 

came from international sources including Brazil, USA, Great Britain and Japan.  

- “To be honest, we do not even spend much money on marketing ourselves today 

since I believe we already have a good reputation and people have already heard 

of our company from elsewhere. But, for a start-up company I really think it is 
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important to market your company and for instance stress that you have the six-

hour workday, which not many other companies can offer”, says Alenius. 

 

Filimundus 

Filimundus use the six-hour workday as a message to remind people of a healthy balance 

between working life and the private-life. Ever since the decision to implement the strategy 

they have adhered to it. Feldt explains that it is crucial to inform and remind the employees the 

reasons behind the initiative. This way they can ensure that the concept is understood and that 

the employees are in agreement with it. Examples of how they assure that the concept is 

adopted by everyone is that the team keeps watch over each other and signals if someone works 

more than six hours.  

- “If someone is working, for instance, eight hours and someone is working six 

hours, then the concept does not fulfil its purpose. The person who works eight 

hours would most likely also want a higher salary, but the idea is that you work 

six hours and keep the same salary”, explains Feldt. 

 

Therefore, Feldt stresses the importance of communicating this internally and to ensure that no 

one is cheating or misusing the work hours. He compares it with an organization’s business 

concept and says that it is essential to have employee participation, otherwise the concept will 

very likely work improperly.  

 

- “We have always been very strict and careful that people will not work 

overtime. As a company, you are responsible for not only ensuring profitability 

and efficiency, but also how people feel. I love being effective, but it's hard to be 

that for eight hours. Two hours are a lot of time and maybe you can use it to 

hang out with your family or to invest on yourself instead”, says Linus Feldt. 

 

Externally, Feldt admits that the company has not been particularly active with communicating 

their concept to prospective employees. However, he believes that it could possibly benefit 

companies that are seeking new employees, but in their case it has mostly been for marketing 
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purposes. He mentions that he has been interviewed in different magazines and visited the 

Swedish talk show “Nyhetsmorgon” for media exposure. 

 

Oss Reklambyrå 

Within the context of the internal communication, the workday begins at nine and ends at four. 

Then the organization has something they call “confidence flex”, which means that employees 

can, for example, work an additional hour and then start one hour later the following day. 

Bäckman mentions that initially it was desired for all employees to fully adopt the six-hour 

workday in order to observe the effects and reactions from employees, which was why there 

was a stricter control of the work hours. However, there has not been much external advertising 

of the concept by the organization itself since Bäckman believes that: 

 

- “It’s nothing we should have to advertise that we have. I am concerned about 

my staff and that you should have energy when you are working and at home so 

that life works and that there is a healthy balance”. 

 

Qall telecom 

The HR-manager at Qall Telecom explains that it is important that the company communicates 

the concept both externally and internally to current and future employees. It is vital that 

employees recognize why working hours are reduced. The decision to reduce the working day 

is based on the fact that employees regard this as both a benefit and a responsibility, which 

reinforces the feeling that the workplace is their joint project and helps in communicating the 

concept internally (work6hr, 2016). 

 

- “In an activity characterized by high staff turnover, it may be more difficult to 

incorporate that feeling, and then the 30-hour week can sometimes serve as an 

easy way to remind both coworkers and executives of why they do this”, says 

Susanne. 

 

Similar to other pioneers of the six-hour workday, Qall Telecom has gained comparable media 

attention in connection to implementing the concept. The plentiful and immense PR came from 
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both domestic and international media. For instance, they received a visit from a South Korean 

media company who took an interest in the six-hour workday at Qall Telecom (work6hr, 2016). 

Thus, due to the enormous media attention, the organization did not need to invest time and 

resources in communicating the concept externally. However, Qall Telecom utilize their 

company blog to communicate externally regarding the six-hour workday ,where they have 

seen a positive spread with many followers.  

 

Eqvilibro 

When asked about how to communicate the six-hour workday, Monar explained that it is 

especially good in face-to-face meetings, namely at employment interviews or morning 

meetings. He stresses the importance of being open and honest because this type of working 

requires more efficiency. If someone is not working accordingly, then managers need to make 

sure the concept is adopted. Internally, managers must inform and clarify the conditions so that 

the six-hour workday is fully understood by employees. Afterwards, organizations must 

communicate their EVP and market themselves externally, for instance on different social 

media platforms.  

 

5.2.2 THEME 2: ATTRACTION AND RETENTION THROUGH THE SIX-HOUR WORKDAY 

The second theme elucidates how the case companies attract and retain employees. This theme 

seeks to identify what channels and activities the case companies have adopted and identify 

whether there are any differences and similarities.  

 

Brath  

Brath works actively with employer branding and uses platforms such as Google, Facebook 

and LinkedIn to market the organization. As mentioned earlier, these types of marketing 

activities reveal what Brath stand for as an organization and their views concerning their 

employees. Furthermore, employees at Brath serve as representatives who share their positive 

views about the organization to others explained by Bråth. By adopting the six-hour workday 

it is evident to employees that their employer is concerned about their well-being, according to 

Bråth. Additionally, Bråth believes that any organization who employs the concept will always 
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be considered as being attractive. She claims that it gives the company a competitive advantage 

because it attracts better staff and makes them stay longer. Bråth declares in her own words: 

- “They are the most valuable thing we have, an offer of more pay elsewhere 

would not make up for the shorter hours they have at Brath” (The Guardian, 

2015). 

Bråth explains that the concept of the six-hour workday is particularly appealing and attracting. 

Employees are especially attracted to employers who show concern for their employees, which 

connects to the six-hour workday. There are many reasons why people want to work at Brath. 

Six-hour workday is only one of the reasons. More people are applying for work at Brath which 

gives them a greater chance of finding skill, particularly people with the same excitement and 

skill for technology. Brath highlights the importance of finding and placing the right people. 

The company claims that to reach success and take lead in the industry each employee has to 

be good at what they do (Brath, 2018). With regards to retention, Brath focuses on further 

developing their employees by involving them in the goals and visions of the organization.  

- “When the employees feel that they can grow and feel appreciated, they will 

always do more what it takes and eventually stay at a company. Moreover, will 

they talk good about the company, which will result in attracting new 

employees”, Bråth explains. 

Background 

Alenius explains that the six-hour workday is a part of their employer branding strategy. 

Employer branding enables Background to share information about who they are and the field 

of work the organization is involved in. Additionally, working with employer branding allows 

the organization to gain recognition. Alenius mentions that due to the media attention the 

information about the use of the six-hour workday spread rapidly. This was mainly because of 

the uniqueness of the six-hour workday and the fact that this approach has not been previously 

attempted by many organizations. Background has managed to attract employees and has seen 

an increase in the number of applicants since the implementation of the concept. For example, 

Background was able to recruit a head of division with extensive experience and focus on 

matters concerning HR, staff and teams as a result of the six-hour workday. Another example 

http://brath.com/why-we-started-with-6-hour-work-days/
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was when a new applicant visited the organization to submit his curriculum vitae the same 

week they implemented the six-hour workday. Alenius explains that: 

- “The six-hour workday contributes to employers being attractive when it 

becomes obvious that they regard employees as being important to the 

organization and that they invest in their employees. Also, that when the 

employer values work-life balance it increases attractiveness as in the case for 

Background”.  

Alenius explains that the six-hour workday, in itself, is a major reason for employees to remain 

within the organization, aside from other obvious benefits including training and wellness. 

Additionally, Alenius states that everyone desires more leisure and free time to spend with 

family and friends as well as engaging in other activities outside of work, which motivates 

employees to stay within the organization.  

 

Filimundus 

Feldt reports that Filimundus is actively engaged in employer branding efforts, especially 

through their parent community and the players. Social media platforms, like Facebook, are 

also used in connection with employer branding and the six-hour workday. For example, on 

Facebook there is information about the six-hour workday for staff and others to read. In 

addition, the large media coverage and the number of news articles reporting of their use of the 

six-hour workday has assisted their marketing efforts. 

Feldt is positive about the fact that the six-hour workday could potentially attract new 

applicants and employees. Although Filimundus has not recruited new employees since they 

implemented the concept they have experienced an increase of applicants, which is attributed 

to their way of working. Furthermore, Feldt explains that by showing appreciation and being 

attentive to employees’ needs they are able to retain existing staff. Likewise, by offering 

something uniquely and providing their employees with more leisure time, he explains that: 

 

- “For some people, especially older people with families tend to see the concept 

as a big advantage, where they appreciate the benefits of working less hours. 
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This may be an explanation to companies having more applicants from an older 

generation. Our employees view the six-hour workday as a major benefit that 

allows them to spend time with family or engage in other activities. This in turn 

contributes to employer attractiveness and a good reputation”.   

 

Oss Reklambyrå 

Working on their employer brand as well as employer branding is an important activity at Oss 

Reklambyrå. However, Bäckman does not consider their active use of social media as that 

important, and explains that they do not need to add additional resources on advertising. This 

is mainly due to the extensive media attention, which has largely contributed to their 

advertising efforts.  He continues and states that: 

- “If existing employees are satisfied then they can work as ambassadors and 

talk good about the company which will eventually attract potential employees.” 

However, Bäckman acknowledges that the organization is not actively focusing on attracting 

new employees through the six-hour workday, instead existing employees are more important 

together with satisfied customers. However, they have received more applicants as a result of 

the six-hour workday. Bäckman states the following regarding more applicants: 

- “It shows that we are concerned about our employees, which eventually 

strengthens our employer brand thus results in more applications”. 

When it comes to attracting and retaining staff, Bäckman emphasizes that work-life balance 

and more leisure time, in connection to the six-hour workday, contributes to attractiveness. He 

explains that each company apply their own methods to become attractive employers. 

However, the six-hour workday is a clear demonstration of how the organization shows 

concern towards their employees, which strengthens their employer brand thus employer 

attractiveness. Furthermore, Bendelin states: 

- “Shorter working hours with retained salary is also a way of becoming an 

attractive employer when you are not able to offer higher wages" (KTH 

Magazine, 2017). 
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Qall Telecom 

Qall Telecom are engaged in employer branding through social media platforms including 

Facebook and LinkedIn for marketing purposes. On such platforms the organization is able to 

convey their employer brand and to gain recognition and attention. Moreover, Qall Telecom 

has taken advantage of the large media publicity due to the six-hour workday (Qall Telecom, 

2016). 

 

By implementing and utilizing the six-hour workday contributed to making the organization a 

modern workplace where staff and employees were happier, worked more efficiently and still 

had enough energy left over at the end of the day. Employees had more time for activities 

outside of work, for instance taking a driver´s licence, study or more time to socialize (ibid.). 

The six-hour workday enabled Qall Telecom to attract and retain employees for their sales 

department. Employees in this particular workgroup are a vital part of Qall Telecom, 

constituting approximately half of the organizations employees, and are often difficult to attract 

and retain due to lack of employee experience and high turnover. Thus, Qall Telecom received 

an increase in the number and quality of applicants since the announcement of implementing 

the six-hour workday (work6hr, 2016). Additionally, new employees want to be within the 

organization and choose to remain (Chef, 2016). 

 

Jonas Lindgren, CEO at Qall Telecom, describes his view of the six-hour workday: 

- “I believe that this is the perfect time to properly review working hours. 

Nowadays, time is highly valued and time is something we want to provide to 

our employees” (Qall Telecom, 2016). 

Qall Telecom are highly concerned with the well-being and welfare of their employees and 

want them to feel motivated to perform well at work. Such factors contribute to making Qall 

Telecom an attractive employer (ibid.).    

 

Eqvilibro 

Monar firmly believes the six-hour workday attracts talented employees, who are, for instance, 

academically trained. However, he believes that many people today have a different outlook 
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and attitude about what is important in life. The traditional view on work, that valued higher 

wages and working hard, has been replaced by beliefs of having more spare time and engaging 

in activities outside of work. Also, people do not wish to spend their whole lives at work. Monar 

explains that many people are working part time because they believe it is more important to 

have free time than to earn more money. Monar believes that this type of mindset and outlook 

will spread more and more, where people will appreciate other factors than the monetary 

rewards in the context of work. Thus, when there is an organization that distinguishes itself by 

using the six-hour workday, with retained wage, it will be easier to attract people who also 

value and appreciate more free time.   

Moreover, today social media is an important part of employer branding as Monar explains 

that: 

- “Social media platforms are important channels in connection to working with 

employer branding. Also, personal meetings could be an effective method of 

working with employer branding, where organizations can communicate their 

employer brand to others outside of the organization”. 

 

The respondents’ opinions are also supported by Monar who underlines the importance of 

work-life balance, well-being and spending time with family and friends in connection to the 

six-hour workday. He believes that it is important to focus on what is best for employees and 

that employees notice the interest their employers have taken regarding their well-being and 

welfare. Monar suspects that many employers underestimate this element along with its 

effectiveness and how it impacts employees. When employees notice that their employer is 

concerned about their well-being and initiates different measures to improve it, they will be 

more loyal and motivated to perform better. This is strongly related to the six-hour workday as 

Monar explains.  

5.2.3 THEME 3: THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE SIX-HOUR 

WORKDAY 

Described here are the effects, advantages and disadvantages of the six-hour workday for the 

purpose of identifying similarities and differences between the case companies. 
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Brath 

Bråth explains that the organization has been working with the six-hour workday since it was 

founded and has therefore not observed any comparable effects. However, Bråth describes that 

employees are happy, motivated and have plenty of energy. Bråth explains that a happier staff, 

easier to recruit and attract skilled staff, employees remain longer within the organization and 

the positive media coverage are all advantages of the six-hour workday at Brath. Moreover, 

Bråth says that they have only observed few disadvantages and explains that perhaps they 

produce less work. However, when compared to other competitors concerning this issue they 

have concluded that they are able to accomplish the same amount of work as those working for 

eight hours. This is due to the fact that employees are well-rested and thus have enough energy 

to work efficiently for six hours.  

Bråth says that: 

- “Through the six-hour workday we have seen more applicants, which increases 

the opportunity to identify, attract and retain truly talented employees. One 

explanation for this is the difficulty to work eight hours once employees have 

become accustomed to working for six hours”. 

 

Additionally, as stated on their website, Bråth claims that competitors will find it difficult to 

compete for talent with other unique offerings that could overtop the six-hour workday.  

 

Background 

Background has experienced effects including improved productivity and efficiency. Alenius 

reports of improvement in focus and concentration during working hours as a result of the six-

hour workday. He explains that: 

- “The six-hour workday has had major impact on our employees. It enabled 

staff to spend more time with family and friends as well as leisure. Likewise, it 

allowed employees to be focused during working hours”.  

 

Furthermore, Alenius noticed that the higher focus also led to a more peaceful working 

environment due to employees talking less about issues that were unrelated to work. Other 
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advantages include the ability to attract talent and investing in staff while attempting something 

that is unique. However, Alenius report several difficulties relating to working less hours as it 

entails the elimination of two hours for each employee. This amounts to a lot of lost time within 

a year that needs to be compensated elsewhere since costs and revenues still remain the same. 

Thus, there needs to be more focus during actual working hours. This can be difficult since the 

six-hour workday is relatively new, leading organizations to use trial-and-error in order to find 

out what works and what does not. Also, it needs to be evident what applies during overtime 

since it is not possible to hire additional staff to compensate for employees working two hours 

less. This defies the entire principle of working less hours. Alenius says that the issue of 

overtime and how solve this equation may be challenging. Furthermore, he also noticed that 

working six hours could raise psychological issues, in that employees may feel that they have 

made a greater sacrifice when working overtime during six hours as opposed to working 

overtime during eight hours. Alenius claims that this matter needs to be resolved before an 

organization decides to adopt the six-hour workday. When giving interviews Alenius explained 

that hardly anyone posed the question of how to solve the practical issues when adopting the 

six-hour workday, which may be challenging. 

 

When asked about the competitiveness, Alenius explains that through the six-hour workday 

the organizations has had the opportunity to gain more recognition along with attracting a 

particular kind of skill that has contributed to more competitiveness. However, he says that 

competitors may gain more market shares and customers because they are able to focus more 

time on working and marketing in different ways. Competitors are thus capable of producing 

and selling more, which causes them to take the lead in competition. 

 

Filimundus 

Feldt points out that employees are happier when they arrive and leave work. Employees 

experience less conflicts at work and less fatigue after working as well as feeling happier 

overall. Specifically, graphic artists and programmers feel that they are more focused and can 

concentrate when they are not tired, which causes employees committing fewer errors when 

working. Consequently, this raises productivity. 
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According to Feldt, the advantages include happier staff who are more energetic, concentrated 

and structured. Likewise, employees spend less time conversing about irrelevant and non-work 

related issues. When asked about the disadvantages, Feldt explains that: 

- “There are hardly any disadvantages, mainly because the same amount of work 

during an eight-hour workday can be accomplished by working six hours”. 

 

Further, he says that the six-hour workday is an important instrument for employers in which 

they can show how much they value their employees. As a result, talented employees remain 

within the organization, which Feldt considers to be a significant competitive advantage.   

 

Oss Reklambyrå 

Bäckman highlights that the greatest effect of the six-hour workday is definitely well-being 

among the employees, which leads to further effects. He means that employees feel happier, 

rested and less exhausted as a result of having more energy. This in turn helps them to perform 

their job assignments better, which ultimately increases organizational productivity.  

 

Bäckman firmly determines that the six-hour workday has made Oss Reklambyrå more 

competitive.  

- “This is a result of healthier employees with more energy that impacts their 

performance and thereby raises organizational efficiency. Likewise, more 

people feel they want to work for and with Oss Reklambyrå”, explains Bäckman. 

 

For Oss Reklambyrå the main advantage derived from the six-hour workday is that the staff 

feels good, which positively impacts work. However, Bäckman mentions that the six-hour 

workday could be financially challenging if the company has to hire additional staff to cover 

the lost hours and considers this to be a significant disadvantage.  

 

Qall Telecom 

At Qall Telecom the major effects of the six-hour workday indicated healthy and well-rested 

employees in the sales department. Other remarkable effects were fewer sick leaves and an 

improved recruiting process. Consequently, the staff in this department were able to be more 
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productive that is further illustrated by the improved sales figures. Thus, employees were 

happier and had more energy, which positively impacted how they treat and handle customers. 

Also, more applicants are looking at the organization as their future workplace and also choose 

to remain within the organization (work6hr, 2016).  Aside from a rise in the number and quality 

of job applicants, other advantages include a staff with a positive change in attitude as well as 

achieving their budget which boosts their competitive advantage (Chef, 2016). It is difficult for 

employers in this department to maintain the same level of commitment and energy during the 

seventh working hour. Likewise, talking for long periods of time will likely cause a great toil 

to vocal cords and throat, which in turn increases the risk of infections and sick leave (work6hr, 

2016).  

 

The disadvantages, however, after the three-month trial period showed a decline in sales which 

prompted the organization to employ what they call “Go-home-goals” instead. This alternative 

allows employees to still leave work after six hours as long as they have achieved their targeted 

sales figures. According to Qall Telecom, sales departments often work in accordance with 

different types of goals for incentives where the organization realized that the concept of the 

six-hour workday worked better when it was seen as a motivating force. Also, since the trial 

lasted a mere three months it did not provide adequate time to properly assess the effects. 

However, in this particular industry, it is important to quickly act when sales figures are 

declining which caused the organization to utilize another alternative to the six-hour workday 

(ibid.).  

 

Eqvilibro 

The six-hour workday can generate several effects according to Monar. The respondents’ have 

reported similar advantages including well-being, spending time with family and friends as 

well as having time for leisure. In addition, employees are more focused on their assignments 

during working hours and are less concerned about irrelevant and non-work related issues. This 

aspect is also highlighted by Monar who explains that there is ample research suggesting that 

people are not capable of working efficiently during an eight hour workday. This is related to 

the concept of “empty labor”, meaning that people tend to focus on matters that are not work-

related such as surfing the internet or reading the news. Monar explains that people spend, on 

average, two hours per day on matters that are non-work related. Therefore, in industries where 
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employees are not working efficiently for eight hours it is more sensible to reduce the number 

of working hours. This would be beneficial for employees and employers since organizational 

efficiency would increase as a result of employees being more focused and working efficiently 

during six hours. Activities related to “empty labor” would then be performed during the two 

added hours of leisure per day.  Therefore, he means that employees are able to work and 

perform their assignments with higher concentration and focus since they are well-rested and 

feel less fatigue. This contributes to organizational efficiency as they are more focused on the 

assignments at hand. Employers will also have more talented applicants to choose from while 

existing employees will remain in the organization. Monar explains that: 

 

-” Employers that utilize the six-hour workday will have a great advantage over 

organizations working for eight hours, particularly for marketing purposes and 

recruitment”.  
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6. ANALYSIS 

In this section, the empirical findings are analyzed with the use of relevant concepts and 

theories.  

 

6.1 EMPLOYER BRANDING WITHIN THE CASE COMPANIES  

The empirical findings reveal that the case companies are all engaged and to some extent work 

actively with employer branding. In this regard, the employer branding efforts focus on 

recognition, attention and to share information about what the organization stands for and in 

what profession they are involved in. This is supported by Srivastava and Bhatnagar (2010) 

who propose that employer branding enables organizations to gain external recognition. 

Similarly, Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) explain that employer branding allows organizations to 

create an employer identity that is recognizable and unique. Employer branding thus enables 

the case companies to obtain external  recognition where they can share the concept of the six-

hour workday as being a part of their operations, which helps to create a unique and 

recognizable employer identity. Here, the use of social media platforms has been mentioned 

by some of the case companies such as Brath, Filimundus and Qall Telecom who have 

incorporated social media into their employer branding activities with regards to the six-hours 

workday. In contrast, Oss Reklambyrå do not consider the use of social media needed in their 

employer branding process due to the mass media attention. Aside from social media all case 

companies place emphasis on the large media coverage, which in this context also contributes 

to recognition and attention. Therefore, additional marketing and resources in connection to 

employer branding are not as necessary as the case companies take advantage of this element. 

6.1.1 RATIONALE BEHIND THE SIX-HOUR WORKDAY  

Presently, the working environment is characterized by rapid changes, stress and an increased 

use of technology. Many people attempt to improve the working environment as well as 

coordinating family and private-life. Consequently, employers are pressured into inventing 

different alternatives for skilled employees to manage the tension of work and family life 

(Shankar & Bhatnagar, 2010). WLB strategies are known to improve the employer brand, 

which gives advantages including a larger workforce of higher quality, greater retention and 

low turnover as mentioned by Grigg and Da Silva (2008). Moreover, Shankar and Bhatnagar 

(2010) explain that WLB results in benefits such as retention, productivity, employee 
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commitment and a better mental health. The theory is linked to the rationale behind why the 

employers have chosen to adopt the six-hour workday, where the case companies provide 

similar reasons. What is identified in the empirical findings reveal that employers share an 

interest in the well-being and work-life balance of their employees, which in turn is considered 

to make employees work more efficiently and thus contributes to the overall success of the 

organization. Likewise, attracting competence, creating a good workplace and identifying ways 

that increases organizational efficiency and productivity are also important reasons of why the 

employers in this study have chosen to adopt the six-hour workday. Nowadays, employers seek 

to improve the health and well-being of employees with the help of different health-promoting 

and work-life balance strategies, including the six-hour workday. Likewise, employees are 

more conscious of their time and their choice of employer. Efficiency and productivity are 

common goals for organizations, in this regard the six-hour workday is a suited strategy that 

also permits employers to demonstrate their concern towards employees as well as valuing 

leisure time and recovery.    

 

Organizations  can adopt a wide range of different strategies that are useful to, for instance, 

promote health, well-being, work-life balance and create a good workplace for employees. 

Flexible working hours, training and free assignments, just to mention a few, are common 

examples of such strategies. In this perspective, the concept of the six-hour workday may not 

be exclusive or unique in terms  of contributing health and well-being for employees. Similarly, 

the mentioned strategies are also all examples of methods in which the employer shows concern 

for employees. Even in this regard the six-hour workday is not unique or incomparable. Thus, 

employers  may choose whichever strategy they consider to be suitable for their organization. 

However, in this study, when asked about why the six-hour workday was chosen, as opposed 

to other strategies, the repeated reason is that in many of the case companies employees are 

required to be present at work at certain hours during the day. Hence, other strategies may not 

be suitable for this purpose. This is particularly true for Brath, Background and Qall Telecom. 

At Brath, it is important for all employees to be present at work during working hours in order 

for the mutual exchange of competence and experience amongst them to take place as they 

work together. This also applies at Background where employees are engaged together in 

different projects and thus need to be available for each other. Likewise, at Qall Telecom the 

sales staff need to work during opening hours. In addition, the matter of health is also 
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highlighted by Qall Telecom and Brath. For instance, Brath claims that shorter hours provide 

more time for relaxation and work-life balance, this then positively impacts employee 

performance at work. In the same vein, sales staff at Qall Telecom are able to protect their 

voice from injury of talking on the phone for nearly forty hours a week, therefore the six-hour 

workday is a good strategy for this purpose. In these cases, the six-hour workday is able to 

combine presence and a solution for improving health, which is something that other strategies 

may fail to provide. Moreover, other reasons of why the six-hour workday is chosen over other 

strategies stems from the employers own personal preference and experience as in the case of 

Brath. Here, the founder had worked less hours and discovered positive effects, which he 

wanted to offer his staff. At Oss Reklambyrå, the reason for choosing the six-hour workday, 

instead of other strategies, relates to employers offering something unique since the six-hour 

workday is something that many employers have not adopted at the moment. Filimundus 

characterizes the concept as uncomplicated, free and simple in comparison to other strategies. 

Furthermore, other strategies, such as flexible working hours, are thought to cause stress 

because they depend upon employees taking their own responsibility according to Eqvilibro. 

Therefore, the six-hour workday may be more effective than other similar strategies because it 

makes everyday life stress-free for employees since they have two additional hours of leisure 

at their disposal.  

Interestingly, although all the case companies had initially adopted the six-hour workday, some 

of them have altered the concept to suit the organizational circumstances. For instance, Oss 

Reklambyrå, Qall Telecom and Background do not utilize the concept in its original form. 

Instead, they have modified the concept further. An explanation for this may depend on the 

type of industry the companies are involved in. In industries such as marketing and PR there 

might be an unexpected rise in customers and demand for products and services, that could 

affect the workload and working hours. In such situations it might be difficult to plan the six-

hour workday as the workload could vary. Alternative methods like “confidence flex”, “Go-

home goals” or to work for six hours but with the possibility for flex-time, may be solutions 

for accomplishing the work assignments without the risk of stress. These alternatives are still 

based on the concept of the six-hour workday but further modified. Therefore, it could be 

suitable for companies to initially have a trial-and-error period to determine whether the 

concept fits the organization in its initial form or whether it has to be modified.  
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The modification of the six-hour workday into alternative methods is an interesting 

development. There could be work days where employees will find it difficult to complete their 

assignments during six hours. Here, alternatives to the six-hour workday are beneficial for 

employees such as the possibility for flex-time, however it does not indicate that the 

organization does work in accordance with the concept. When organizations have modified the 

concept to the benefit of the employees, as Background, Oss Reklambyrå and Qall Telecom, 

they will likely feel better when that option is available. The amount of flex-hours are for the 

benefit of the employees and how they choose to utilize these hours is for employees to decide. 

The choice of modifying the concept varies between organizations since it may be difficult to 

plan the working day. Furthermore, the modified strategies give organizations the opportunity 

to become more attractive. It can also be argued that Background, Oss Reklambyrå and Qall 

Telecom have improved the concept of the six-hour workday, which can also be considered as 

a critique to the concept.    

6.2 EMPLOYER VALUE PROPOSITION  

As stated by Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) as well as Theurer et al. (2016) employer branding 

focuses on differentiating employers from competitors through different practices. Hence, the 

concept of the EVP or the unique employment offer within the employer branding strategy is 

an important factor because of its ability for organizations to acquire, retain and maintain 

talent.  It is essential for organizations who work with employer branding to offer a unique 

employer proposition to existing and prospective employees. Thus, the EVP is a unique 

compilation of offerings, values and associations meant to have a positive impact on applicants 

and current employees. Furthermore, the EVP ensures employee commitment and employer 

attractiveness (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Barrow & Mosley, 2005; Chhabra & Sharma, 2014). 

Therefore, the EVP has the quality of being anything an employer wishes to offer or believes 

to be attractive and unique from other competitors for the purpose of acquiring and retaining 

qualified staff. Establishing the EVP is the first step in the employer branding process, which 

aims to determine the identity of the organization and the value that the organization promises 

to provide to employees as explained by Backhaus and Tikoo (2004). From the case companies 

it is clear that employers want to offer employees something more than monetary rewards for 

their services. Similarly, time is something that is more important today. Consequently, the 

unique employment offer as well as the promised value amongst the case companies focuses 
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on well-being, work-life balance and to create a healthy working environment, which is what 

the six-hour workday is uniquely offering. Some case companies have taken the six-hour 

workday a step further and offer additional options for employees such as “confidence flex”, 

as mentioned in the previous section. The six-hour workday enables the case companies to 

differentiate themselves from their competitors as suggested by Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) 

and Theurer et al. (2016). Employees have time for other things outside of work while 

experiencing less stress. Moreover, the organizational identity is reflected in the EVP according 

to Backhaus and Tikoo (2004). The case companies also express similar ideas when it comes 

to how the six-hour workday represents their organizational identity. In this regard, health, 

well-being, work-life balance, an entrepreneurial mindset and an employer that cares about 

their employees are factors that reveal the organizational identity and is reflected in the six-

hour workday. 

6.2.1 COMMUNICATING THE EVP INTERNALLY AND EXTERNALLY  

The employer branding process also involves the internal and external communication of the 

EVP according to the framework developed by Backhaus and Tikoo (2004). Similarly, Tanwar 

and Prasad (2016) talk about how employer branding can assist organizations to create an 

advantageous image to existing and prospective employees by the use of external and internal 

marketing. Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) explain that the internal marketing seeks to form a 

committed workforce that are determined to fulfill the values and goals of the organization. 

The internal marketing also focuses on carrying out what the employment has vowed to offer 

as stated by Backhaus and Tikoo (2004). What Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) propose is evident 

in the internal marketing of the EVP in the case companies. The internal marketing efforts of 

the case companies show that there is a focus on informing employees about the working hours 

and that the six-hour workday is the new approach to working within the organization. For 

instance, in the case of Background the six-hour workday was initiated with a “kick-off”, thus 

marking the start of the trial period. Likewise, Background ensured to communicate the concept 

during the entire trial period with weekly updates to obtain information of how it was perceived 

among the employees. An equal important factor is to inform employees of the reasons behind 

the six-hour workday and ensuring that these reasons are fully understood as well as receiving 

their participation. This was particularly evident at Background, Filimundus and Qall Telecom. 

On the contrary, in the cases of Brath and Oss Reklambyrå information concerning working 
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hours and working conditions was primarily provided when employed. By informing 

employees of the six-hour workday as well as receiving their participation it becomes easier to 

form a committed workforce for the purpose of fulfilling the values and goals of the 

organization as concluded by previous research. Moreover, the internal marketing has to fulfill 

what the employment has vowed to deliver. The case companies have accomplished this issue 

by using different approaches. At Brath, assignments need to be completed during the six hours 

otherwise employees need to work overtime, but overtime is uncommon because employees 

strive to respect the concept. Employees at Filimundus observe each other to ensure that no 

one is working for more than six hours or that the concept is mishandled. At Background, the 

continuous updates of the concept were a way for the employer to provide the six-hour workday 

and to guarantee its fulfillment. Oss Reklambyrå were stricter in making sure that the concept 

was adopted in the beginning, presently they use “confidence flex” to deliver their employment 

offer. At Qall Telecom, the six-hour workday is considered to be both a benefit and a 

responsibility, which is a way for the organization to fulfill its employment offer to employees.  

 

The external marketing, within the employer branding process, involves using the EVP to 

attract a certain group according to Backhaus and Tikoo´s (2004) framework. In this context, 

the usage of social media is essential for communicating the brand and recruiting possible 

applicants. Social media platforms allow employers and potential applicants to interact. 

Likewise, social media is the leading medium in which the employer brand is promoted and 

strengthen (Kaur et al., 2015). With this in mind, the empirical findings reveal an interesting 

outcome. For many of the case companies the external marketing of the EVP seems to be non-

existent or at least the external marketing efforts have been minimal. The same is true when it 

comes to using different social media platforms such as Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter. 

Although, the use of social media has been highlighted in previous research and by Eqvilibro 

as an important tool to use in external marketing the empirical findings contradict this idea. 

Surprisingly, the only case company that distinguishes itself from the others in this regard is 

Brath who actively market the EVP externally on social media platforms such as Google, 

Facebook and LinkedIn as well as blogs. However, a shared factor amongst the case companies 

is the large media attention from both domestic and international media. For instance, many of 

the case companies have given interviews and appeared on television due to the six-hour 
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workday, which has resulted in many articles where people can read about them. This large 

media coverage has to a large extent assisted in promoting the EVP externally. Consequently, 

less time and resources are placed for the external marketing as evidently emphasized by the 

case companies. This leads to an interesting discussion of why the six-hour workday has 

reached such a large media coverage. The issue of reduced working hours has been a subject 

of much debate in the political arena and has engaged different actors in society such as trade 

unions. A probable reason of why the concept has received attention is that many employees 

want to work less hours. Previous research has shown that academics are experiencing more 

stress that has increased sick leave for this vital group within the workforce. Also, many 

academics strive for more leisure time and to spend time with family thereby creating a balance 

between work and family life. Likewise, others strive for a different kind of lifestyle where 

work is not equally important. Consequently, any element that improves or changes the lives 

of employees will always be considered to be unique.  

Another interesting tool to be used in external marketing is what Brath and Oss Reklambyrå 

pointed out. In their case, existing employees can act as ambassadors or the “face” of the 

employer brand who speak well about the organization externally. This can be linked to what 

Tanwar and Prasad (2016) refer to as brand advocacy. In this respect, employees can provide 

the greatest marketing about the six-hour workday due to their experience and information of 

how it is to work in accordance to the concept. However, if employees are to be brand 

ambassadors they have to note and understand the benefits of the six-hour workday. For 

instance, Background were thorough in providing information about the benefits of the six-

hour workday to their employees. Moreover, when employees have positive experiences from 

a certain employer, for instance when they fulfill their employment offer or show concern for 

their employees they will report good things about the organization. Consequently, this attracts 

new employees, which was particularly stressed by Brath. On the other hand, dissatisfied 

employees may talk badly about the company if, for instance, the employment value 

proposition is not fulfilled. This can harm the employer brand and the reputation of the 

company. Thus, this gives more incentives for employers to care about their staff, which can 

be a difficult factor to maintain.  
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6.3 ATTRACTION AND RETENTION  

Srivastava and Bhatnagar (2010) argue that employer branding is the most suitable strategy for 

attraction and retention. Employer branding facilitates recruitment process when it comes to 

hiring the right employees for the appropriate employment as mentioned by Khalid and Tariq 

(2015). Furthermore, it is also effective in attracting talent (Srivastava & Bhatnagar, 2010; 

Chhabra & Sharma, 2014; Backhaus, 2016). Talent affects organizational ability and 

achievement as well as competitive advantage (Bhatnagar, 2007; Phillips & Gully, 2015). This 

is connected to the resource-based view that focuses on human capital as a company's most 

valuable resource (Barney & Wright, 1998). According to Barney (1991) and Khalid and Tariq 

(2015), resources need to be rare, valuable, inimitable and non-substitutable for organizations 

to gain competitive advantage. Similarly, organizations need to have rare and unique attributes 

to acquire a competent workforce according to Khalid and Tariq (2015). Moreover, Ross 

(2013) claims that it is difficult to define talent, but Lewis and Heckman (2006) refer to talent 

as an indirect term for people.  

Concerning attraction and retention through the six-hour workday the case companies have 

experienced an increase in the number and quality of new applicants as supported by previous 

research within employer branding. However, Background, Qall Telecom and Brath were the 

only case companies who attracted and hired skilled employees through the six-hour 

workday. For instance, at Background they hired skilled employees with high competence and 

knowledge of graphical production. Similarly, Qall Telecom also hired skilled workers with 

extensive experience in sales due to prior lack of qualified employees for their sales 

department. This supports the remark by Bendelin at Oss Reklambyrå who mentions that the 

six-hour workday is especially good for industries where there is a shortfall of employees. This 

is also supported by Philips and Gully (2015) who argue that recruitment is vital for 

organizational performance. Similarly, Srivastava and Bhatnagar (2010) highlight the 

importance of having an effective strategy for recruitment and retention due to the scarcity of 

a qualified labor force. Furthermore, Brath obtained employees with the right technical skills. 

In contrast, Filimundus and Oss Reklambyrå have not hired new staff in connection to the six-

hour workday, instead for these organizations the focus is on retaining existing staff. In these 

cases, the results somewhat contradict the theory, particularly theory that advocates employer 

branding as a strategy for recruitment for instance found in the study by Khalid and Tariq 
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(2015). Moreover, as Khalid and Tariq (2015) argue, it is important for organizations to have 

rare attributes when attracting competent employees. In this context, it is interesting to question 

to what extent the six-hour workday is an unique attribute. The case companies repeatedly 

stress the uniqueness of the concept while media also portrays it as a unique concept. However, 

there is an increased utilization in the reduction of work hours. Therefore, it might be argued 

that the concept as an attribute could in fact be replicated as Filimundus pointed out that it is a 

free and simple principle.  

Employer branding also constitutes the retention of current employees according to Srivastava 

& Bhatnagar (2010). Retention in relation to the six-hour workday is a strong incentive for 

employees to remain within the organization. The main reason for this is that leisure time is 

highly desired and that people's outlook concerning work has changed. It is important to have 

time to engage in activities outside of work. Thus, when an organization offers something that 

contributes to employees having more leisure time, as the six-hour workday with retained 

wage, will be more successful in attracting and retaining highly qualified employees who also 

appreciate leisure as explained by Eqvilibro. However, Brath differs in this respect as they 

retain staff through personal development and involving employees in the goals and visions of 

the organization.   

6.3.1 EMPLOYER ATTRACTIVENESS  

Srivastava and Bhatnagar (2010) have pointed out that organizations are intensifying their 

efforts to become attractive employers to potential employees. Previous research has identified 

several attributes that contribute to employer attractiveness such as job security, financial 

stability, appealing compensations, a good work environment. Attributes can also be 

psychological such as self-confidence or relationship ties among coworkers (Berthon et al. 

2005; Holtbrügge & Kreppel, 2012). Apart from this, the theory suggests that organizations 

become more attractive when candidates and employers share identical attributes (Lievens & 

Highhouse, 2003). In this study, the six-hour workday demonstrates and increases employer 

attractiveness by signaling that the case companies are concerned about the well-being and 

welfare of their employees. An employer that offers and appreciates work-life balance as well 

as leisure time, and who values employees as an integral part of the organization increases their 

employer attractiveness. Eqvilibro explains that it is important to pay attention to the needs of 

employees as well as ensuring that employees notice that their employers are interested in their 
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welfare and well-being and takes measures to improve it. Consequently, this increases 

employee loyalty and performance. The six-hour workday is therefore connected to such 

factors, and when an employer offers something as unique as the six-hour workday it will 

contribute to higher employer attractiveness.  

6.4 EFFECTS OF EMPLOYER BRANDING  

For many of the case companies, the most evident effect of the six-hour workday is an increase 

in productivity as the six-hour workday results in less fatigue and allows employees to be well-

rested. This is confirmed by Tanwar and Prasad (2016) who mention that productivity is an 

effect of employer branding. However, in the case of Brath the concept was initiated when the 

organization was founded and did not experience any comparable effects.   

Previous research shows that shorter work hours give individuals more free time, time for 

family, a better work-life balance and recovery (Anttila et al., 2005; De Moortel et al., 2017; 

Barck-Holst et al., 2017). Additionally, individuals experience less exhaustion as well as a rise 

in well-being and reduced work tension that has a positive spillover effect on family-life. This 

gives positive results including increased health and limits earlier retirement and employee 

turnover (Anttila et al., 2005). Much of what has been reported in prior research can be found 

in the findings of this study. A recurring advantage of the six-hour workday and experienced 

by all case companies is a happier staff. This is in line with the happy-productive worker 

hypothesis mentioned by Taris and Schaufeli (2015), where happier employees increase 

productivity. Similarly, as employees are well-rested with less sick leave as well as 

experiencing less fatigue consequently leads to them feeling more energetic, which positively 

impacts performance and thereby productivity and efficiency. Here, the study finds support 

from the effort-recovery theory put forth by Taris and Schaufeli (2015). The productivity also 

stems from employees being more focused during actual working hours as they are not engaged 

in non-work related issues. This is related to the concept of empty labor as explained by 

Eqvilibro. Here, the empirical findings corroborates the findings by Paulsen 

(2015).  Additionally, Eqvilibro also explains that people are not able to keep the same level 

of efficiency throughout an entire eight-hour workday. Thus, the six-hour workday ensures that 

employees stay focused on their assignments since the hours in a workday are reduced. During 

the two added hours of leisure during the day employees are able to carry out activities that are 

characterized as empty labor or other leisure activities that could obstruct their focus. Likewise, 
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since employees are well-rested and less exhausted concentration and focus is raised in 

performing work assignments, which raises efficiency as pointed out by Eqvilibro. Other 

advantages include improvements in attraction and recruitment of staff as well as an increase 

in the quality and number of applicants. The empirical findings show that the advantages of the 

six-hour workday benefit the employees in that they gain two additional hours, while the 

concept benefits the employer because they are able to raise productivity and efficiency by 

offering a type of strategy connected to WLB.  

Regarding the disadvantages the case companies’ experiences differ from each other. Brath 

and Filimundus both agree that the six-hour workday has very few disadvantages, because the 

concept allows employees to complete their assignments efficiently for six hours. Employees 

have had enough time for recovery and are thus well-rested for the next workday. Brath and 

Filimundus are the only case companies who have not modified the six-hour workday. In this 

context, their argument could be questioned as their employees might find it stressful to work 

intensively for six hours without the possibility for flex-time if employees cannot catch up on 

their work. At Background the six-hour workday can be practically challenging in terms of 

solving the issues of the lost time. Oss Reklambyrå claims the six-hour workday may be 

financially challenging, which  is confirmed in the findings by Barck-Holst et al. (2017). 

Moreover, Qall Telecom applied their new approach to the six-hour workday, the “Go-home 

goals”, due to the decline in sales figures.  

6.4.1 COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE  

When it comes to competitive advantage through the six-hour workday the case companies 

refer to similar factors that relate to the advantages. Khalid and Tariq (2015) explain that 

organizations with rare attributes can acquire a competent workforce, which will put them in a 

better position than other competitors. This connects to successful recruitment, which thereby 

leads to competitive advantage for organizations according to Phillips and Gully (2015). As 

studies have concluded, employer branding facilitates recruitment and attraction according to 

Khalid and Tariq (2015). Similar results were generated in this study as many of the case 

companies are able to gain competitive advantage because the six-hour workday enables them 

to better compete for talented and skilled employees. The six-hour workday allows employers 

to be recognized and thus facilitates attraction. In this context, the six-hour workday is an 

effective method for employers to show their appreciation for employees that leads to the 
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attraction and retention of talent, which thus leads to competitive advantage. Similarly, a 

happier staff also performs better that in turn increases efficiency. Moreover, Eqvilibro also 

supports the issues raised by the case companies in that employers that use the six-hour 

workday are more competitive in terms of marketing and recruitment than those competitors 

who work for eight hours. 

6.5 FUTURE PROSPECTS OF THE SIX-HOUR WORKDAY  

Throughout the course of this study the authors have encountered many different perspectives 

on the subject of the six-hour workday. There are equal arguments supporting the concept as 

there are negative arguments that are opposed that can be found in the political debate as well 

as amongst companies. It is evident that there are many opinions in this matter that varies. 

Nevertheless, there is a continuous discussion concerning the issue of the six-hour workday 

that appears every so often and will be current in the future. For example, in the industrialized 

countries robotization and automated work is increasingly common. The increased use of such 

technological advances will likely affect how work is organized as well as working hours as 

many jobs will likely be replaced. From the empirical findings, Qall Telecom view the six-hour 

workday as an important component of the future labor market where many organizations in 

different industries will adopt this way of working. Another notable trend is that there is an 

aspiration in the modern workforce, and amongst this many academics, to be flexible and to 

work less hours. In this context, it is more important for employees to experience well-being 

in the workplace and to have a good working environment as well as spending more time 

socializing with family. Also, there is an increasing focus on the perspective of employees and 

how they experience work and working conditions. This is visible in the many emerging health-

promoting and work-life balance strategies adopted by employers. The concept of the six-hour 

workday is an example that reflects this direction. The six-hour workday facilitates efficiency 

and productivity from the employer’s perspective while from the perspective of employees 

they have two additional hours at their disposal. 

 

A common discussion within this topic focuses on which industries the concept is more suitable 

where opinions vary as well. It is frequently argued that the concept is more suitable in creative 

industries such as marketing, PR and media as many of the companies in this study are involved 

in. The empirical findings show that many of the case companies are in agreement that the six-
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hour workday is likely possible to work within most industries. Brath pointed out that the 

difference between each industry is that every industry has different obstacles that 

organizations need to overcome for the concept to be successful. Similarly, Background 

mentions that it is important to examine each organization and its conditions when 

implementing the six-hour workday as well as practically solve the issue of the two lost hours 

for each employee. Still, Background encourages organizations to have a trial period of 

working only six hours and afterwards evaluate whether it was successful or not. It can be 

argued that the concept is suitable in organizations where employees are not required to be 

available. This is supported by what Background mentions as certain industries where 

organizations develop and sell products, such as applications, employees are not required to be 

available for customers and are free to organize and control their time and work. In contrast, 

Background has to be available for their customers and to each other within the team since the 

work is organized in various projects. Also, Background gives an example of Toyota in 

Mölndal who has utilized the six-hour workday by working in shifts and considers this a good 

way of working. Filimundus is also positive to the six-hour workday being suited in many 

industries and that it does not require major changes other than being more effective and 

focused during work hours. In contrast, Oss Reklambyrå oppose the six-hour workday as being 

suitable in all industries due to the fact that some jobs require attendance for more than six 

hours. Also, the lost hours must be compensated by another employee. 

 

The six-hour workday has been adopted in heterogeneous industries, including healthcare, 

manufacturing and consultancy, even though there are opposing views concerning this. This 

indicates that the six-hour workday is suitable in all organizations and industries and the issue 

rather lies in how the concept is modified for it to fit. This is supported in the findings of this 

study in the cases of Background, Oss Reklambyrå and Qall Telecom who have modified the 

six-hour workday. However, in certain industries and organizations it may not be necessary to 

modify the concept as there is evidence from Brath and Filimundus. On the other hand, it is 

necessary to alter the concept in particular industries and organizations, but this does not mean 

that it is unsuitable. Therefore, the six-hour workday is dependent upon how it is modified for 

it to be suitable and how to inform and communicate it to customers and clients. Similarly, for 

it to be adopted by all organizations it solely needs political support and thus governed by 

legislation. 
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7. CONCLUSION  

This chapter provides the conclusion of the findings where the aim and  research questions are 

answered. This section ends with a discussion regarding the theoretical contribution and 

limitations as well as  suggestions for further research. 

 

The aim of this thesis was to examine why employers offer six-hour workday and how it is 

used as an employer branding attribute. Furthermore, the aim was to examine the advantages 

and disadvantages of the six-hour workday as well as the future prospects.  

 

The first research question  - why are employers choosing the six-hour workday as an employer 

branding attribute? In this study, the main reasons for choosing the six-hour workday are the 

following: 

 Well-being and work-life balance 

 Attracting competence and skilled workers 

 Efficiency and productivity 

 

The second research question – how is the six-hour workday used as an employer branding 

attribute? 

 

The empirical findings show that the case companies have to some extent utilized social media 

in their employer branding efforts. However, as mentioned earlier, the extensive media 

coverage has had a major role in the employer branding process. The six-hour workday offers 

a unique approach to work that introduces a new way for organizations to reach efficiency and 

productivity. At the same time, it is an important tool for employers to offer work-life balance 

and improve well-being of existing and potential employees. In the modern work environment 

work-life balance initiatives has become an important issue for both employers and employees. 

Likewise, the six-hour workday is a good strategy for organizations to be responsible 

employers. In this context, the study shows that happier employees are more satisfied and more 

productive, which is supported by theory. However, an interesting outcome is that only two 

case companies have chosen to retain the strategy. The other companies have modified the 
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concept of the six-hour workday by giving alternative working conditions such as “confidence 

flex”, flex-time or “Go- home goals”.  

 

The third research question - what are the advantages and disadvantages of the six-hour 

workday? 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

 Easier to attract and retain talent  Financially challenging 

 Positive media coverage  Practical issues 

 Happier staff  

 Boosts employer brand  

 

The study present similar results to the theory where the recurring advantages are happier staff, 

easier to attract and retain staff. An additional advantage was the positive and free media 

coverage, which facilitates the external marketing efforts. Likewise, it boosted the company’s 

employer brand and employer attractiveness. In this context, previous research has focused on 

identifying which factors contribute to employer attractiveness. However, research has not 

identified any definite attributes, but the empirical findings reveal that the six-hour workday, 

as an employer branding attribute, in fact contributes to employer attractiveness. Disadvantages 

include costs and resolving the issue of how to compensate for the lost time and other practical 

issues. Consequently, it is important that employers are conscious of the advantages and 

disadvantages of the six-hour workday when selecting it as an employer branding attribute. As 

mentioned earlier there are few studies concerning the six-hour workday as an employer 

branding attribute. Had there been for instance longitudinal studies of the six-hour workday, 

detailed comparisons would have been possible concerning the full effects, advantages and 

disadvantages of this attribute in connection to employer branding. Also, had there been more 

organizations in the private sector that had adopted six hours, then the results of this study 

could have been different. 
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The fourth research question - what are the future prospects of the six-hour workday? 

 

This particular study indicate that the six-hour workday could be suitable in many industries 

and organizations. For the concept to applicable it is dependent upon the organizational 

circumstances and whether it needs to be modified or not. Furthermore, important trends such 

as work-life balance initiatives have become more crucial and the six-hour workday is in fact 

an important tool for achieving this. However, if the six-hour workday becomes legalized in 

the future, thus leading it to be adopted by all organizations, it will no longer be an attractive 

attribute according to employer branding theory. To resolve this issue, companies could modify 

the concept further in order to maintain its uniqueness.  

 

 

7.1 THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTION  

This study has examined why the concept of the six-hour workday is used by employers and 

how it is used as an employer branding strategy. Furthermore, the authors studied the 

advantages and disadvantages of the six-hour workday as well as future prospects. As stated 

by Spross (2017), the working hours are constantly ongoing in the political debate and 

throughout the 1900s the working hours have been reduced in Sweden. In pace with increased 

workloads and stress, work-life balance initiatives have been introduced and new ways of 

organizing work are emerging. As suggested by Tseng (2012) more studies need to be 

conducted in various contexts and he therefore proposes further academic research. 

Furthermore, the empirical findings reveal that the six-hour workday can both solve the work-

life balance aspect but also indicate that it may work as an effective employer branding strategy 

to attract and retain staff. Previous research has commonly separated these two aspects and 

employer branding is usually connected to other strategies than working time reduction. 

However, this study has identified the six-hour workday as an employer branding attribute that 

contributes to employer attractiveness and makes the employer unique from its competitors. 

Also, previous studies have mostly been conducted in the public sector. In summary, this study 

has contributed to the theoretical field in terms of investigating the concept further from an 

employer perspective and in the private sector. Through extended research about the six-hour 

workday allows companies to reflect upon whether reducing working hours may work for 

them. 
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7.2 LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH  

The completion of this thesis has brought substantial findings which are worth studying further. 

However, as for any academic research the thesis possesses limitations. For instance, the 

method could be criticised in aspects such as the sample size and the chosen respondents. The 

interviews were conducted with top-managers and even though we consider the respondents to 

be the appropriate ones, there is also a possibility of bias. The managers act as marketers and 

might answer according to what is expected from them and what is socially acceptable. 

Therefore, the answers might not precisely resemble the truth. Moreover, time constraints from 

the respondents limited the authors in many aspects, which led the authors to utilize 

methodological triangulation in terms of interviews and documents.  

 

As stressed earlier, it is evident that the concept of six-hour workday as an employer branding 

attribute needs more exploration. During the completion of this study valuable insights have 

emerged. Most of the previous studies have been within the medical field and studied the health 

effects associated with the concept as well as psychological factors such as mental health, well-

being and so forth. Even though psychosocial illness is the main reason for sick leave, we 

consider this subject to be equally as important from a business perspective. Consequently, 

there are different forms of working-time reduction and we have noticed a shortage of scientific 

contributions on the subject within the private sector. A suggestion for further research could 

be to research the phenomenon as a longitudinal study, in order to see the full effects regarding 

efficiency and productivity. Furthermore, comparative studies with companies utilizing six-

hour workday and companies with other strategies that promote work-life balance and well-

being would also be interesting to observe whether other strategies could possibly work better. 

The authors emphasize further quantitative research studying the effects of working-time 

reduction with regards to key ratios such as sickness absence rate and profitability etc. 

Moreover, the findings suggest that future studies could focus on leadership. In this context, 

the implemention of new concepts, as in the case of the six-hour workday, could be linked to 

the style of leadership.  

 

Other suggestions for future research is to focus on the employee perspective in terms of how 

well the six-hour has operated for employees. From this perspective, it would be interesting to 

examine whether work has changed as a result of organizations adopting the six-hour workday. 
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On a similar note, it would be interesting to study whether the six-hour workday has contributed 

to work becoming more intensively and whether employees are able to catch up on their work 

tasks or if they bring their work home. Another aspect of interest is to explore how the six-hour 

workday affects the social environment in the workplace, since the concept may involve less 

coffee breaks, less talks amongst colleagues or the removal of unnecessary meetings. Similarly, 

organizations may also remove certain benefits including the removal of an additional week of 

vacation, as in the case of Background in this study, it could be significant to investigate how 

this affects employees. Also, future studies could focus on whether the unique employment 

offer or the image of the employer is in accordance with what has been promised. 
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APPENDIX 1: INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR EQVILIBRO 

This study aims to examine why and how the six-hour working day is used as an employer 

branding attribute. Additionally, the aim is to examine the advantages and disadvantages of 

the six-hour workday as well as the future prospects. We ask you to answer these questions as 

comprehensively and clearly as possible, and please refer to specific examples. 

 

General questions  

1.  What is your background and education? 

2. Describe your employment at Eqvilibro? 

3.  How long have you been working at Eqvilibro? 

 

Employer branding and the six-hour workday 

4.  What is employer branding according to you?  

5. How can you build a strong employer brand, and how can you work to reinforce it? 

6. For what purposes, do you believe, organizations use the six-hour workday?  

7. What effects have you encountered so far? 

8. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the six-hour workday? 

9. What is a talent, according to you? 

10. In what way do you believe the six-hour workday can attract talent? 

11. What type of communication channel is the most efficient and appropriate to 

communicate an organization's employer brand? 

12. What type of organizations are contacting you for your services? Is there a particular 

industry that stands out more in this regard?   

13.  How is the six-hour workday implemented as an employer branding strategy?  

14. Is the six-hour workday an effective long term strategy? If so, in what way? 

15. What do you believe are the future prospects of the six-hour workday from an 

employer branding perspective? 
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 Are there any other aspects that we have not covered regarding the six-hour workday and 

employer branding that you wish to include? 

Thank you for your time and participation! 
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APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR THE CASE COMPANIES  

This study aims to examine why and how the six-hour working day is used as an employer 

branding attribute. Additionally, the aim is to examine the advantages and disadvantages of 

the six-hour workday as well as the future prospects. We ask you to answer these questions as 

comprehensively and clearly as possible, and please refer to specific examples. 

 

General questions 

1.      What is your background and education? 

2.      What is your role and your work assignments? 

3.      How long have you been working there? 

 

Theme 1: The six-hour workday within the organization 

4.      What do you use the six-hour workday for? 

5.      Why have you chosen the six-hour workday as a strategy of all other strategies, for instance 

flexible working hours, training and skills development or free work assignments? 

6.      How does the six-hour workday reflect the identity and values of the organization? 

7.      What unique employment benefits do you offer employees in connection with the six-hour 

workday? 

8.      How is the six-hour workday communicated internally and externally? 

9.      How do you ensure that the six-hour workday is fulfilled internally? 

10.  Do you believe the six-hour workday is suitable for all industries? If yes, how? 

 

Theme 2: Attraction and retention through the six-hour workday 

11.  Do you actively work with employer branding? And in such cases how? 

12.  Can you describe your Employer Value Proposition? 

13.  How do you work with attracting new employees? 

14.  Do you think you could possibly attract employees with the six-hour workday? 

15.  How do you work with retaining existing employees within the organization? 
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16.  According to you, in what ways does the six-hour workday contribute to becoming an 

attractive employer? 

17.  What is a talent, according to you? 

18.  What kind of talents are you looking for? 

19.  Do you think that the six-hour workday can attract talent? 

 

Theme 3: The effects of the six-hour workday 

20.  What effects has the six-hour workday provided the organization with? 

21.  What are the advantages and disadvantages of utilizing the six-hour workday? 

22.  Has the six-hour workday provided the organization with competitive advantage towards other 

competitors? And in such cases how? 

 

Are there any other aspects that we have not covered regarding the six-hour workday and 

employer branding that you wish to include? 

 

 

Thank you for your time and participation! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


